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A HYBRID COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR RAPIDLY SOLVING FLOWING
OR STATIC CHEMICAL KINETIC PROBLEMS
INVOLVING MANY CHEMICAL SPECIES
Allen G. McLain and C. S. R. Rao*
Langley Research Center
SUMMARY
A hybrid chemical kinetic computer program has been assembled which provides a
rapid solution to problems involving flowing or static, chemically reacting, gas mixtures.
The computer program makes use of subroutines from the program of NASA TN D-6586
for problem setup, initialization, and preliminary calculations. However, the method of
solution of the resulting ordinary differential equations is that presented by C. W. Gear.
The Gear numerical solution technique uses a highly efficient strategy in altering step
size and order in combination with an extensive history array to achieve a stable, rapid
solution to a problem involving a number of stiff simultaneous differential equations.
Therefore, the chief advantage of using the hybrid program of this paper instead of the
program of NASA TN D-6586 is realized when the reacting system contains more than
15 different chemical species, although the use of the program for a smaller number of
reacting species does not penalize the user with respect to computational time.
A number of the check cases presented in NASA TN D-6586 were recomputed with
the hybrid program and the results were almost identical to the results published in NASA
TN D-6586. The saving in computational time is demonstrated with a propane-oxygen-
argon shock tube combustion problem which involves 31 chemical species and 64 reactions.
This case yielded comparable results between the hybrid program and the program of
NASA TN D-6586; however, the computational time for the program of this paper was
almost an order of magnitude lower than that for the program of NASA TN D-6586.
INTRODUCTION
Recent interest in problems associated with energy conservation and pollution abate-
ment has led to increased use of computer codes to study kinetically controlled chemical
reactions in the combustion processes of static and flowing hydrocarbon fuel. In energy-
associated research, if a set of realistic kinetic steps is given, simulation of combustion
*Old Dominion University, Norfolk, Virginia.
processes could be studied by a variation of input parameters to find the conditions that
would provide optimum extraction of energy from a fuel. In pollution research, the con-
ditions where pollutant levels would be reduced could be studied with some insurance that
the predicted changes would actually result. Sets of kinetic steps, or reaction mecha-
nisms, which adequately describe the chemical processes appear to grow longer as the
fuels increase in molecular weight. At present, only the reaction mechanism for the
oxidation of the smallest hydrocarbon, methane, is understood sufficiently to allow a reli-
able prediction of product distribution during combustion. A recently published reaction
mechanism for methane (ref. 1) contains over 20 reactions and approximately 15 species.
Higher molecular weight hydrocarbons, such as propane and eventually heptanes, octanes,
and other constituents of present fuels, will require many more species and reactions to
describe their combustion behavior. Each additional species adds to the computational
difficulties associated with solving the differential equations in the mathematical model
of the reacting system.
The differential equations become "stiff" because so many of their terms change
very rapidly at the same time other terms are hardly changing at all. This stiffness is a
local situation and may occur in some regions of the independent variable but not in other
regions. The stiffness causes many finite-difference solution procedures to fail unless
the increment of the independent variable is reduced significantly in size. The reduced
step size, although needed only in certain regions of the independent variable, increases
the computational time for a solution over the entire range of the independent variable.
Therefore, most computer programs using finite-difference techniques automatically vary
increment size in regions where the equations become stiff. The chemical kinetic com-
puter program of reference 2 uses such a strategy for varying increment size to achieve
a more efficient use of computer time. However, as the number of equations increase,
the strategy and numerical technique used by the program of reference 2 become less
efficient and the computational time increases dramatically. For these reasons, a solu-
tion technique which was derived specifically for stiff systems of equations was sought.
A hybrid chemical kinetic computer program has been assembled which provides a
rapid solution to problems associated with flowing or static, chemically reacting, gas
mixtures. The program is designated as hybrid because it combines the desirable por-
tions of two existing and well-documented computer programs. The program uses sub-
routines from the computer program of reference 2 for problem setup, initialization,
and preliminary calculations with the solution technique presented in references 3 and 4.
The listing of the resulting computer program is presented in this report. Several of the
check cases presented in reference 2 have been computed with the program of this report
and the computed results and computational times are compared. To illustrate the savings
in computational time for a calculation involving a large number of chemical species, the
computed results for the stoichiometric combustion of a propane, oxygen, and argon
mixture in a shock tube obtained by using the hybrid program and the program of refer-
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DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS FOR CHEMICALLY REACTING,
FLOWING OR STATIC SYSTEM
The computer program of this paper, as indicated, is a hybrid combination of two
existing and well-documented computer programs. This hybrid program uses the sub-
routines of reference 2 for setting up the system of differential equations for a specific
flowing or static, chemically reacting problem. The system of differential equations is
then solved by using subroutines from reference 3 based on the methods developed in
reference 4.
The system of equations may be derived with respect to either time or distance and
may have either assigned area or pressure profiles. For example, the differential equa-
tions which must be solved with respect to time for a one-dimensional steady-state flow
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This relationship represents a system of N + 3 equations with N + 3 unknowns (where
N is the number of species in the system). Problems with distance as the independent
variable would yield a similar system of N + 3 equations. If the assigned variable were
pressure, N + 3 equations with respect to time or distance would also be possible.
Reference 2 offers a complete derivation of the different systems of equations.
SOLUTION OF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
The system of equations derived for the particular problem described in the pre-
vious section forms a nonlinear, coupled set of differential equations which can be repre-
sented in the following form:*
N) (i= 1,2,. . . ,N) (7)
The equations in this form can be solved by using a numerical solution technique. The
subroutine package from reference 3 provides the user with two basically different
methods for the solution of such a system of equations. The two basic methods are (1) the
Adams implicit methods and (2) the stiffly stable, linear multistep methods of Gear. If
the system of equations is not considered to be excessively stiff, the Adams methods may
be used to solve the problem efficiently. However, if the problem is judged to be stiff (a
condition which may be aggravated by considering a large number of additional equations
inherent with the consideration of additional chemical species), the Gear methods should
be used. With these methods, the incremental step size is restricted to small values,
because of accuracy requirements, only where the solution is active. In this region
accuracy is achieved by varying both step size and order of the method of solution. The
step sizes in regions of stiffness are unrestricted because of small time constants until
the terms become active again. This condition requires that the method be implicit and
a system of generally nonlinear equations be solved at each step. For a detailed discussion
of the mathematical derivation of this solution technique, reference 4 should be obtained.
Reference 3 provides additional information about the method of Gear and is linked directly
to the developed subroutine package.
Since the subroutines presented in reference 3 are user-oriented, a reiteration of
the mathematical development is not believed to be justified. If equations (1) to (4) are
given in the general form of equation (7) with an initial value of the vector yfto) = y and
*(Here i refers to a particular dependent variable y, and N is the total number
of equations in which the variable y changes with the independent variable t. Specifi-
cally, y., y-, and y« are V, p, and T, respectively, and y. to yN are the total
number of chemical species.)
a subroutine for the calculation of fj values, the subroutine package of reference 3
computes a numerical solution at values of the independent variable t in intervals
desired by the user.
Although the package of subroutines of reference 3 was obtained primarily for the
stiffly stable methods of Gear, both the Adams methods and the Gear methods are func-
tional in this program. Comparative calculations which will be performed later in this
paper utilize the method of Gear with the internal approximation of the Jacobian by finite
differences. The user accessibility to all the methods available with this program is
presented in appendix A.
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
The computer program described in reference 2 has been altered to allow the
solution of the differential equations by the methods described in reference 4. The pro-
gram organization is still very similar to that presented in reference 2. Table I lists the
subroutines of the program of reference 2 and describes the type of changes, if any, which
were affected.
An overall schematic diagram of the computer program is shown in figure 1 with
the Gear package of reference 3 enclosed by the dashed line. The direction of the arrows
indicates calls from one routine to another with normal returns from the called routine
after completion of its task. The three subroutines numbered (1) GPAK, (2) KINP, and
(3) DRIVES indicate the general order followed during the solution of any of the problems
which the program can handle. The program starts in subroutine GPAK and calls KINP
for reading the input data (reactions, inert species, third body reactants, and namelists),
storing thermodynamic data, initializing variables, and performing initial calculations.
The equilibrium property calculations are also obtained in the subroutine. This can be
seen by observing the subroutines at the left of figure 1. The return to GPAK is followed
by printout of preliminary data. Subroutine DRIVES (ref. 3) is then called and control is
maintained by DRIVES until the desired interval of the independent variable is achieved.
The flow diagrams for the main program GPAK and the control subroutine DRIVES
are presented in figures 2 and 3, respectively. The flow diagram for subroutine STIFF
is shown in figure 4 as it appeared in reference 3 to allow the reader to follow its logic.
Subroutine DRIVES calls subroutine STIFF to obtain a solution for the system of differen-
tial equations for each increment of the independent variable. After each successful step,
DRIVES regains control and calls for output of the calculated data. If printout is desired
at specific locations of the independent variable, subroutine YOUT is called for calculation
of the dependent variables at the print location through interpolation of the history array.
TABLE I.- SUBROUTINES OF PROGRAM OF REFERENCE (2)































1. All monitoring of integration removed.
2. Calls for output removed.
3. Problem control yielded to subroutine DRIVES of reference 3 for
looping and error treatment coding.
4. Subroutine renamed GPAK.
Minor modifications as to variable initialization and printout scheme
setup. In OUTP printing format changed to conserve paper.
No changes made.
Combined and renamed DIFFUN. Internal changes made for
updating dependent variables at print location without altering
array values for continuation of problem after printing.
Renamed PEDERV.
No changes made.
These subroutines completely removed and replaced with sub-





The flow diagram for subroutine YOUT is shown in figure 5. Flow diagrams of subrou-
tines DIFFUN (which is a combination of routine PRED and DERV) and PEDERV (which is
basically subroutine PARD) can be seen in reference 2.
The resulting modified program is presented in appendix B. Obvious changes in the
computer program made to facilitate its use with the Control Data Corporation 6000 Series
computers are not enumerated specifically.
The details of program input and error messages are shown in appendix A. The
format is the same as that described in reference 2 and its related bulletin.
RESULTS OF CALCULATIONS
Several of the check cases presented in reference 2 were calculated by using the
modified program of this paper. For ease of comparison, the results of these calculations
for check cases 1, 5, 6, and 8 of reference 2 are shown in appendix C alongside results
obtained from the program of reference 2. The comparison for check case 1, which is
bromine decomposition in a shock tube, is shown first in appendix C. The input card
image and the first page of computer output are shown for the modified program alone to
show the similarity with output information shown in appendix E of reference 2. The
remaining printout for check case 1 enables the reader to see the closeness of the com-
puted results for species concentrations, temperatures, velocities, densities, etc. The
one parameter which shows a difference worth mentioning is the dependent variable (time)
for this particular case. An explanation as to the reason for this difference is presented
to prevent concern by the reader.
The difference is caused by the fact that the selected step sizes are not the same for
both programs. This difference is more easily understood by considering the equation by
which the dependent variable is calculated by either program.
Time as dependent variable: For time as a dependent variable,
DVAR dependent variable, initially zero but previous value in subsequent steps
V-i velocity after previous step
V2 velocity after present step
Present step size is in distance units
DVAR = DVAR + 2(Present step size)
V1+ V2
It is apparent that increments of larger or smaller step size influence the summed
DVAR since the average velocity computed is different. Both the program of ref-
erence 2 and this program based on different strategies increase the step size
automatically. Achieving identical results in DVAR between the two programs is
therefore practically impossible.
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Distance as dependent variable: For distance as a dependent variable,
V, + V2
DVAR = DVAR + — x (Present step size)
£t
Present step size in time units
Similarly, a different average velocity would have an effect in this dependent variable.
For this one reaction system involving three chemical species, the time for compu-
tation is presented at the end of the case in appendix C. The comparison for this case is
very close.
Check cases 5 and 6 from reference 2 were run together to test the repeat option.
The comparison of the output information is shown in appendix C. As can be seen, the
computed times, distances, areas, flow, and chemical properties were very close to the
computed quantities obtained by using the program of reference 2. The computational
time using the program of this report was roughly one half the time for the program of
reference.2. This is presented at the end of both cases in appendix C.
Check case 8 from reference 2 was also computed with both programs and the
results are also compared in appendix C. The results were again comparable. The
computational time was reduced slightly by using the program of this paper.
The results of the comparisons obtained by computing check cases 1, 5, 6, and 8 of
reference 2 by the program of this paper and the program of reference 2 indicate that
even for as few as eight species, computational time was reduced. The memory required
for the program of this paper was 71100g as compared with 66700n for the program of
reference 2. The memory for the program of this report can be reduced somewhat if
subroutine PEDERV is made a dummy routine. However, if partial derivatives are to be
calculated in PEDERV (an option used if the second digit of MF equals 1), care must be
taken to restore the subroutine's computational ability.
As was shown, the program of this report reduced the usage of computer time for
systems with few reacting species. Significantly larger savings in computer time can be
expected for kinetic problems involving a very large number of chemical species. This
is illustrated by the case shown in appendix D. This case involves the shock tube com-
bustion of propane. The mechanism illustrated in appendix D contains 31 different chem-
ical species in 64 reactions. The bulk of this reaction mechanism is from reference 5 by
Chinitz and Baurer. The steps for methane combustion were taken from reference 1 and
substituted for the appropriate steps in reference 5. This was done primarily because
of the correlation of this methane mechanism with experimental shock tube results.
Reaction number 2 in the list of reactions was input to cause some rapid changes in the
species concentrations, since it was found that the basic reaction mechanism from refer-
ence 5 caused the combustion of propane to proceed very slowly. The thermochemical
data used for the species involved with propane combustion were taken from reference 6
and used in the form of polynomial coefficients presented in reference 7. The compu-
tations for the two outputs shown in appendix D were for the stoichiometric combustion
of propane and oxygen diluted with argon when subjected to a shock wave traveling at
1.67 km/sec. The calculated results obtained from the computer program of this paper
and that from reference 2 are very close at all the printout stations. The comparative
time shown at the end of the printout of such program illustrates the advantage of using
the Gear solution technique. The computer time required for the calculation using the
program of this report was almost an order of magnitude less.
The reaction mechanism presented for the combustion of propane was used merely
to illustrate the savings in time for a reaction system involving a large number of chem-
ical species. The need for such an extensive list of chemical species and reactions to
describe the combustion of a hydrocarbon similar to those in fuels presently used is evi-
dent. The trends established in the studies of methane, ethane, ethylene, and acetylene
indicate that extensive reaction mechanisms with numerous chemical species will have to
be considered.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
A hybrid computer program for solving flowing or static chemical kinetic problems
has been assembled from subroutines of NASA TN D-6586 and the subroutine package of
the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory Computer document UCID-30001 based on the solu-
tion methods presented by C. W. Gear. The resulting computer program has been used
to calculate check cases presented in NASA TN D-6586. Comparisons of the check-case
results obtained by using the computer program of this paper with those calculated by
the program of NASA TN D-6586 have shown a reduction in computer time for equivalent
results. For a calculation involving 31 chemical species and 64 reactions, the computer
time for using the program of this report was almost an order of magnitude less.
Langley Research Center





DETAILS OF PROGRAM INPUT AND ERROR MESSAGES
Input
The first card of an input data deck instructs the computer to read a thermody-
namic data file. The word, CARDS or TAPE, indicates where the thermodynamic data
are located. The thermodynamic data are read from the input location (cards or tape)
and stored on tape unit for subsequent use by the computer program. The first record
of the thermodynamic data set specifies the temperature range limits. The rest of the
thermodynamic data is composed of four card sets for each chemical species. The first
card contains the species name, the names of its chemical elements, their stoichiometric
coefficients, and reference information. The remaining three cards contain the curve-
fitted polynomial coefficients for the upper and lower temperature ranges. The upper
temperature range runs from 1000 K to 5000 K and the lower range runs from 300 K to
1000 K.
The data cards in the order that they appear in the data deck are described in the
following sections.
(1) Title - The first card contains a description of the type case to be run. All
80 locations on one card may be used. The title data are read with an alphanumeric for-
mat and appear on the first page of output.
(2) Reactions - Chemical reactions are listed one per card. Each card describes
the reaction of the type
aA + bB Z dD + eE
where the lower case letters, a, b, d, and e are stoichiometric coefficients between
1 and 9 and the capital letters, A, B, D, and E, refer to chemical species. To the
right of each card, the rate constant parameters are presented. Species A or E may
be omitted to specify reactions of the types:
(a) Unimolecular decomposition to one or two products
(b) Third-body influenced reactions (where one or two reactants form one or two
products with the aid of a third body)
(c) Two reactants forming one product.
The photochemical irreversible decomposition as described in the bulletin of reference 2
can also be used. It is of the form
hi/ + bB -dD + eE
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The format for the reaction cards as reprinted from the bulletin of reference 2 is:
Card FORTRAN
column format Content
1 II Stoichiometric coefficient of first reactant -
default is one
2 Blank (not read)
3 to 10 A8 (a) Name of first reactant (left justified)
(b) M for third body collision
(c) HNU for photochemical reaction
11 Not read
12 II Stoichiometric coefficient of second reactant (left
justified) or first reactant for decomposition
13 Not read
14 to 21 A8 Name of second reactant (left justified) — first
reactant for decomposition
22 to 24 Not read
25 II Stoichiometric coefficient for first product
26 Not read
27 to 34 A8 Name of first product (left justified)
35 Not read
36 II Stoichiometric coefficient of second product
37 Not read
38 to 45 A8 (a) Name of second product (left justified)





46 to 49 Not read
50 to 60 E11.4 A factor of rate equation K = ATN'E/RT
61 to 62 Not read
63 to 70 F8.4 N factor of rate equation
71 to 72 Not read
73 to 80 F8.4 E, activation energy, cal/mole
The end of the reaction list is signaled by a blank card. The program listed in appendix B
is limited to 50 reactions. The dimensions of the program at Langley can be altered
quickly, however, by the use of one card with the Control Data UPDATE program manage-
ment system.
(3) Inert species - A species may be declared inert by placing the species name or
names in column 1, 17, 33, or 49 on the next card. A blank card indicates no inert species
desired and a blank field after a species name indicates the end of the inert species list.
(4) Version and units — One card specifies the independent variable (time or dis-
tance) and the assigned variable (area or pressure). The input and output units may also
be specified on this card.
The card punch locations are as follows (from ref. 2):
Columns Contents Explanation
1 to 8 Time Time fundamental variable
Distance Distance fundamental variable
11 to 18 Pressure Pressure is assigned variable
Area • Area is assigned variable
. (Blank) Velocity zero (static case)




(Blank) Input in internal units cgs
fps Input in fps units
SI Input in SI units
31 to 33 cgs Output in cgs units
(Blank) Output in cgs units
fps Output in fps units
SI Output in SI units
(5) Controls - The controlling variables are input in NAMELIST PROB and are
listed below. Default options are underlined. Most of the variables are the same as
listed in reference 2. The variable names followed by (>/) will be found only in the
program of this paper. The variables deleted from the program are shown as deleted.
Name Value Explanation
HMIN Minimum step size in cm or sec
0.0001 cm (if DISTANCE on version card)
5.0 x 10"8 Seconds (if TIME on version card)
HMAX Maximum step size
0.1000 cm (if DISTANCE version)
5.0 x 1Q"5 Seconds (if TIME version)
HINT No longer input (assumes value of HMIN
initially)
























Third body efficiencies equal to 1. None input
Third body efficiencies to be input. Those not
input remain equal to one
Deleted
Concentration output as molar concentrations
if SI or fps output designated
Mass fractions output if SI or fps output
designated
An area or pressure table input
Area or pressure specified by polynomial
equation
LSUBM and ETA will be input for area
equation
D, VISC, BETA, and ETA will be input for
area equation
Zero velocity, no assigned pressure
• Distance against area profile given
Distance against pressure profile given
Time against area profile given
Time against pressure profile given
Array for time or distance portion of profile,
must be in correct user units






















Total entries in area or pressure table,
must be less than or equal to 40
Coefficient of cubed component of
pressure/area polynomial equation
Coefficient of squared component of
pressure/area polynomial equation
Coefficient of pressure/area to the first
power in polynomial equation
Constant term in pressure/area polynomial
equation
Characteristic shock tube reaction length for
special area equation (see ref. 2)
Dimensionless exponent in special area
equation for boundary layer (see ref. 2)
Hydraulic diameter of shock tube
Viscosity coefficient
Dimensionless boundary-layer parameter
used to calculate LSUBM
Changed from reference 2, must always be
input
Deleted (from ref. 2)
Deleted (from ref. 2)
Deleted (from ref. 2)












Deleted (from ref. 2)






Prints format same as reference 2 with
exception of derivatives, increment, and
relative error information
Program prints at every (5) iterations or num-
ber specified by IPRIT
Prints at specific stations specified by END
and IDEL or a TPRINT table
Number of increments derived (50 maximum)
Number specifying integration steps between
printing
Table of 50 values for specifying printing
location (filled automatically by specifying
IDEL)
Number of values in TPRINT table
Positive integer specifying method to be used
in solving the problem. Composed of two
digits
1st digit - 1 Adams Methods
2! Gear Methods
2nd digit - 0 functional iteration
1 chord method where Jacobian
supplied by subroutine PEDERV
2 chord method where Jacobian
approximated internally by
finite differences
3 chord method where Jacobian
replaced by diagonal matrix
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(See ref. 3 for extensive explanation of mathematics involved in different methods.)
Name Value Explanation
COMBUS TRUE Perform equilibrium combustion calculation
FALSE Do not perform equilibrium combustion calculation
SHOCK TRUE Perform frozen and equilibrium shock calculations
FALSE Do not perform shock calculation
TCON TRUE Hold temperature constant
FALSE Do not hold temperature constant
RHOCON TRUE Hold volume (density) constant
FALSE Do not hold volume (density) constant
(6) Third-body efficiencies - To input third-body efficiencies ALLM1 in NAMELIST
PROB must be set to FALSE; otherwise, all efficiencies are equal to one and no cards are




1 to 45 Reaction as written in section (2) of this appendix
for inputting reactions
46 to 48 Not read
49 to 56 A8 Name of species to be assigned third body ratio
other than unity
57 Not read
58 to 63 F6.3 Efficiency ratio for species in columns 49 to 56













Name of species to be assigned third body ratio
other than unity
Not read
Efficiency ratio for species in columns 66 to 73
The end of the list of third-body efficiencies is signaled by a blank card following the last
efficiency card.
(7) Initial conditions - The initial conditions for a problem are input through



























Area for a flow calculation
Mass flow rate for a flow calculation
Pressure input in mm of mercury




MOLEF TRUE Mole fractions input
FALSE Mass fractions input
The starting mixture is input as mole fraction or mass fraction of the individual compo-
nent species. The sum of the individual species mass fractions or mole fraction must be
one.
(8) Permanently neglected species - The program of this paper does not neglect
species from error consideration, and no cards from this section are necessary.
(9) Final card - The word FINIS in columns 1 to 5 designates that the input data
list for a particular case is complete.
As can be seen there are very few new input variables and the input data deck
structure is very near that described in reference 2. Multiple cases can be run as
described in reference 2.
Error Messages
The error messages built into the program are listed in the following section; their
meanings are indicated.
The subroutine where the error was printed is also indicated. There are 16 remain-
ing from the original program of reference 2 and 6 from the Gear package of reference 3.
They are as follows:
Main Program GPAK:
(1) End of this case - read data for next case.
Normal end of case reached.
(2) A fatal error has occurred — case terminated.
Indicates that an unrecoverable error has occurred during the call to subroutine
KINP and the logical variable NEXT has been set true. This message will be
preceded by message from subroutine KINP and the subroutines KINP calls.
Subroutine KINP:
(3) The input reaction list does not contain the reaction ( - + . - = - + -).
Indicates error made in specifying third-body ratio information or during
multiple case execution.
(4) The master species list does not contain the species




(5) The input species list does not contain the species
Indicates an error in entering third-body efficiencies.
(6) Invalid input composition Sum = x.xxxx.
Indicates input composition does not sum to one.
Subroutine SHOCKS:
(7) Equilibrium shock calculation'failed.
Indicates iteration of equilibrium shock equations failed to converge.
(8) Frozen shock calculation failed.
Indicates iteration of frozen shock equations failed to converge.
Subroutine EQLBRM:
(9) Derivative matrix singular.
Indicates a singular derivative matrix encountered during an equilibrium
calculation.
(10) Singular matrix.
Indicates a singular matrix encountered in an equilibrium calculation.
(11) XX iterations did not satisfy convergence requirements.
Indicates iteration of equilibrium equations failed to converge.
(12) Restart.
Indicates equilibrium calculation restarted.
Subroutine OUTP:
(13) Invalid composition.
Indicates that mass fractions do not sum to one.
Subroutine DIFFUN:
(14) Warning Mach number — x.xxx is approaching 1.0.
Indicates that for assigned area calculations numerical problems could be
encountered if the Mach number is between 0.9 and 1.1.
Subroutine THEM:
(15) Error T = xxxx.xx is out of range.
Indicates a temperature above the range of the thermodynamic data has been
submitted to THRM for calculation of properties.
(16) Warning T = xxxxjcx is out of range extrapolated values returned.
Indicates a temperature below the range of the thermodynamic data has been
submitted to THRM for calculation of properties.
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A number of error messages may be printed if an error condition is encountered
in subroutine STIFF. These messages are output as follows from Hollerith format con-
tained in DRIVES.
(17) KFLAG = -1 from STIFF at T = xxxx.xx
Error test failed with ABS (H) = HMIN
H has been reduced to O.xxxx and STEP will be retried.
This message is encountered often at the start of a problem if HMIN (which
is the initial step size) is too large. After 10 reductions of 10 orders of
magnitude in step size, and the error condition still exists, the next message
is printed.
PROBLEM APPEARS UNSOLVABLE WITH GIVEN INPUT
At this point, the user may elect to retry the problem with a much smaller
HMIN.
(18) KFLAG = -2 from STIFF at T = xxxx.xx H = O.xxxx
The requested error is smaller than can be handled.
At this point, subroutine YOUTD is called and intermediate printout can be used to enable
the user to decide on his next course of action — perhaps relax the relative error require-
ments. Subroutine YOUTD may be changed by the user to provide the variables he wishes
to view.
(19) KFLAG = -3 from STIFF at T = xxxx.xx
Corrector convergence could not be achieved.
This error message will be followed by the messages in section 1 and ultimately the
user may be required to alter the program internally if a solution with the present input
is desired.
(20) Illegal Input EPS • LE • 0
Indicates the maximum error is zero or negative.
(21) Illegal Input N • LE • 0
Indicates the number of equations to be solved is zero or negative.
(22) Illegal Input (TO - TLAST) * HO • GE • 0.
Indicates that initial time or distance is greater or equal to final time or
distance
or
initial step to be taken in a negative direction
or
the final time is negative.
Error messages (20), (21), and (22) are the results of faulty input and may be




The entire hybrid program listing is contained herein.
PROGRAM GPAKIINPUT,OUTPUT.TAPES-INPUT,TAPE6-OUTPUT.TAPE*.TAPE7)
C****C«««« THIS PROGRAM HAS BITTKERS INPUT AND OUTPUT WITH THE GEAR











C READ AND CONVERT INPUT, PERFORM PRE-MNETIC CALCULATIONS
CALL KINP
1 IF (NEXT) GO TO 1000
C PRINT REACTIONS, ASSIGNED V A R I A B L E PROFILE, INTEGRATION CONTRCLS
CALL OUT1






















PRINT ALL INITIAL CCNDITIONS
CALL OUT2
IF INEXTI GO TO 1000
CALL DRIVES(N,T,TLAST,V,HM1N,EPS,MF,KFLAG,K2)
IFIKFLAG .EQ. -41 NEXT = .TRUE.
IF (NEXT) GO TO 1000
100 W R I T E 16,101)
101 F O R M A T (7HJ(GCKPI ,5X,44HENO OF THIS CASE - READ D A T A FOR NEXT CA
•SEI
GO TO 13
1000 W R I T E (6,1001)









C INPUT CAN BE ACCEPTED IN 11) INTERNAL (CCS) UNITS, (21 FPS UNITS,
C (3) SI UNITS
C THE FOLLOWING UNITS ARE USED INTERNALLY
C * DISTANCE CM
C * AREA CM*»2
C * MASS FLOH RATE SM/SEC
C » PRESSURE ATM
C » TIME SEC
C « VELOCITY CM/SEC
C * DENSITY GM/CC
C > TEMPERATURE DEC K
C * CONCENTRATION MOLE(I) /MASS
C INTERNAL CORRESPONDENCE
C « DVAR - DEPENDENT VARIABLE
C * IVAR - INDEPENDENT VARIABLE
C * A V A R - ASSIGNED VARIABLE
C THE FOLLOWING LOGICAL TAPE UNITS ARE REQUIRED
C * LTHM (4) - FOR THERMODYNAMIC UATA •
t « LOAT (7) - F0» TEMPORARY STORAGE OF DATA CARDS *
C LOGICAL TAPE UNIT ASSIGNMENTS ARE SPECIFIED IN *NAM8LK«
C THE STOICHIONETRIC COEFFICIENT OF A
C REACTANT ( L E F T HAND SIOEJ IS N E G A T I V E












C O M M O N / O P T S / V E R S I , T I M E V , V E R S A , A R E A V , T C O N , R H O C O N , IPRCOD
CUMMON/CQND/DVAR, AREA.NOUT.P, I V A R , V , R M O . T , S I G M A ( 2 5 ) , L S , LSP3, NEXT
C O M M a N / R E A C / L S R ( 4 , 5 0 ) , X X ( 5 0 J , R A T E ( 5 0 ) ,LKEO( 501 , DLKEB( 50 I, HMI 50) ,LR
COMMON/RRAT/ A1501 ,X( 501 . EACH 50) ,B( 50) ,M(25. 50) ,ALLM1
COMMON/AFJN/CN(41, I TPSZ,LSUBM.ETA,D ,V ISC,BETA
COMMON/SPEC/ S N A M ( 3 l ) , M W ( 2 5 ) , i < [ 2 5 ) , S T O I C [ 2 5 , 5 0 ) , OMEGA (25, 50 )
COHMON/STCOKl /NO.TO,H,HMIN,HHAX,ENAX,MF,KFLAG,JSTART
CDMMON/TCOF/TC(7,2 .25) ,TLOH,TMID,THI
C O M M O N / X V S A / X T B ( 4 0 ) ,ATB(4JI ,NT,XU,AUI2) , CX3 , CX2, CXI ,CXO
COMMON/SNMM/DALSP(7SI, ALMUI75)
CUMMON/KQJT/TITLE(2DI ,UNITI ,UNITO.CONC,EXCHR,DELHI 501,FPS,SI iDBUGO




C O M M O N / S T C S / N S T O I C ( 4 > 5 a ) , E g U I L I 5 D )
C O M M O N / S N O B / C X T B ( 4 0 ) i C A T B ( 4 0 ) , N Z
CONMON/GJUNK/TLAST
COMMON/STCOM6/ IPRIT.PAPS
COMMON/PR IN/TPR I NT I 50),NPRIN.NCO
EQUIVALENCE I C,SIGH A) , ISPNM.DSPNM), (SP.OSP) , ( SPP,DSPP) , ( iPT, SP)
EQUIVALENCE ( SPNM,SNAM(4) ) , (EFFM.SPNMl26) ) , (BLANK,SPNM( 27))
EQUIVALENCE ( HNU.SPNM(28))
EQUIVALENCE ( C X 3 . C X )
D A T A CU,FU,SU/2HCM,2HFT,2HM /
D A T A CUA/4HC>(**,l.H2/.FUAMHFT«*,lH2/ f SUA/4HM»*2, 1H /
DATA CUP1/4HMMHG, irl / .CUP2/3HATM, IH / .FUP/4HLB/F ,4HT«»2/, SUP/4HN/M
**,2H«2/
D A T A NEH, CHANGEtRE'EAT/3HNEW,4HCHAN,4HREPE/
D A T A TAPEND,CAROS/3HEND,4HCARD/
NAMELIST/PROB/HMIN,HMAX,EMAX,ALLMl,CONC,EXCHR,ENDiDauGO,













1 READ! 5, 97) SPT. UNTU ) ,SU6S( 11. 1 = 1,»)
97 FORMAT(A9,16X,4(A2,F3.0))
C «*END*> CARD SIGNALS END OF THERMODYNAMIC DATA











READ OUTPUT T ITLE
READ (LOAI.99I T ITLE








READ NEW OUTPUT T ITLE
READ ILDAT.99) TITLE
READ ACTION S W I T C H
READ ILDAT .99 ) ACTION
IF ( A C T I O N .NE. NEH) GO TO 9
SET STANDARD OPTIONS


























XTB I I I > 0.
CXTBIIJ • 0.
ATBII) - 0.






801 USTOICII.JI - 0
DO 802 1=1,25












9 IF (ACTION .NE. CHANGE) GO TO 13
READ REACTION AND (CHANGED) REACTION RATE
10 %EAO(LOAT.9S) IISTOIC(I),SP(I),1-1,41,TA,IN.TEA
95 FORMAT(2(11,IX.46.1X1,2X.2(11,IX,A8.IX),3X,Ell.*,2<2X,F8.'»I>
BLANK CARD SIINALS END OF CHANGE REACTION LIST
1FISPI2) .EQ. BLANK) GO TO 12
ADJUST STOICH10METRIC COEFFICIENTS
00 510 1=1,4
IF ( ISTOICI I ) .NE. 0) GO TO 510









IF IDSPNM(NN) .NE. DSP(I) .OR. NSTOIC(I.J) .NE. ISTOICim









C ERROR MESSAGE - NO NATCH FOUND
ISTOICU) - -ISTOICUI
ISTOICI2) = -ISTOICU)
WRITE!6.101) I ISTOICU), SPI I I. 1 = 1,41
101 FORMAT (7HO(KINP),5Xt55HTHE INPUT REACTION LIST DOES NOT CONTAIN T




12 READ (LOAT.99I ACTION
13 IF (ACTION .EQ. REPEAT) GO TO 33
1* LSOLO - LS
LROLO « LR
C READ (NEW OR ADDED) REACTION AND REACTION RATE
19 *EADILDAT,95) (IST3ICII).SPII 11 1-1,*).TA.TN,TEA
C BLANK CARD SIGNALS END OF NEK OR ADD REACTION LIST
IFISP(2) .Ed. BLANK) GO TO 21
C ADJUST STOICrUOMETRIC COEFFICIENTS
00 515 [=1.*
IF (ISTOIC(I) .NE. 01 GO TO 515
IF(SPII) .Eg. EFFM .OR. SPIN .ED. BLANK .OR. SPIII .EQ. HNU











IF II .EQ. 2 .OR. I .EQ. 3) GO TO 215
IF(SPII) .EQ. EFFMI GO TO 19
IF(SP(I) .EQ. BLANK) GO TO 219
IFISPII) .EQ. HNU) GO TO 319
215 IF (LS .EQ. 01 GO TO IT
C MATCH INPUT SPECIES AGAINST INPUT SPECIES LIST
DO 16 II-l.LS
IF (OSPNMIII) .NE. OSPIII) GD TO 16
LSRUtLR) = II
STOIC(II.LR) =• STOICIII.LR) * ISTOICU)
GO TO 20
16 CONTINUE
C MATCH INPUT SPECIES AGAINST MASTER SPECIES LIST
17 DO 18 II-1.75
IF (DALSP(II) .NE. DSPIII) CO TO 18








C ERROR MESSAGE - NO MATCH FOUND
MRITEI6.102) SP(I)
102 FORMAT I7HOIKINP),5X.54HTHE MASTER SPECIES LIST DOES NOT CONTAIN T
•HE SPECIES tASI
C ** RUN TERMINATED - ERROR IN INPUT REACTION LIST
STOP
19 LSRUtLR) - NTHRD
GO TO 20
219 LSRUtLR) - NBLANK
GO TO 20
319 IF (I .EQ. 1) GO TO 320
ISTOICU) * -iSTOICU)
IST01CI2) * -ISTOU(2)
MRirE(6.l06) I ISTOICUI) ,SP( II) .1 1 = 1,4)
106 FORMAT (7HOIKINPI,5Xi42HIMPRUPER FORMAT FOR PHOTOCHEMICAL REACTION
*,2X>l l t lH*.A8t3H » ,Il,lH«,A8t3H = ,I 1,1H*.A8.3H t ,I1,1H*,A8)
STOP
320 LSRIItLR) = NPHOTO
20 CONTINUE
GO TO 15
21 IF (ACTION .NE. NEMI GO TO 25
C READ INERT SPECIES I* PER CARD)
22 REACHLOAT.9t) I SP( I 1.1-1 ,*)
9* FORMAT(4 (A8 ,8X) )
00 2* 1-1,*
C BLANK FIELD SIGNALS END OF INERT SPECIES LIST
IFISPII) .EQ. BLANK) GO TO 25
C SEARCH MASTER SPECIES LIST
00 23 11=1,75
IF IDALSP(II) .NE. OSPIDI GO TO 23








C ERROR MESSAGE - NO MATCH FOUND
MRITE(6.102I SPIII
NEXT = .TRUE.




25 IF ILS .EO. {.SOLDI GO TO 30
C GET THERNODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS FROM TAPE




IFISPT .EO. TAPEND) GO TO 29
READ (LTHM.96I (ITHNCIK.II,K=l,71,1=1i2)
DO 28 I-LSP.LS
IF (DSPNMII) .NE. DSPI1II GO TO 28
DO 27 KK-1,2
DO 27 K~1.7
27 TC(KiKK.II = THMCIK.KKI
II > II » 1




C ERROR MESSAGE - END OF THERMO TAPE REACHED
29 W R I T E 16.1031




30 L'RP = LROLO » 1









[H.MOT. PAPSI GO TO 1001
lf( IDEL .Eg. II GO TO 1001
PRINC - END/I DEL





IF {.NOT. ALLM1I GO TO 36
DO 77 1=1,25
DO 77 JM.50
77 NII.JI = 1.
GU TO 40
C READ THIRD BODY RATIOS
36 REAO(LMT,91I (ISTQICI 11, SP( II . I»l.»l • I SPPI 11 , TBRI 11, I-1,21
91 FORMAn2Ul, lX lAB,lXI,2X,2II l . lX lA8.1Xl l2(2X>A8.lX lF6.3l l
C BLANK CARD SIGNALS END OF THIRD BODY RATIO LIST
IFISPI2I .EQ. BLANK) GO TO 40 •
C ADJUST STOICHIOMETRIC COEFFICIENTS
DO 536 1-1,4
IF (1STOICIII .NE. 0) GO TO 536
IFISPdl.Ea.EFFM.O*. SPIII. EO.BLANH. OR. SPI I) .EO.HNUI GO 10 536
ISTOICIII * 1
536 CONTINUE
ISTOIC(l) ' - ISTOICdl
ISTOICI2I - - ISTOICI2I




IF IOSPNMINNI .NE. DSPdl .OR. NSTOICII.JI .NE. ISTOICIIII
• GO TO 39
539 CONTINUE
00 38 1-1.2
IFISPPdl .63. BLANKI GO TO 38
C SEARCH INPUT SPECIES LIST
00 37 II-l.LS
IF (OSPNMdlt .NE. OSPPIIII GO TO 37




IF (NN .GT. LSI GO TO 532
STOC - NSTOICII.J)
OELHIJI - OELHIJ) » STOC*HRTINNI
532 CONTINUE
32 DELH(JI - DELHIJ)»TRAL
LSP3 - LS » 3
C RESET STANDARD OPTIONS
27
APPENDIX B











C READ NAME OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, NAME OF ASSIGNED VARIABLE!
C INPUT UNITS. OUTPUT UNITS
HEAD (LOAf.921 VERSI,VERSA,UNITI,UNITO
92 FORMAT I4(A4,6X»
IF (VERSA .E3. BLA1KI VERSA - AREAV
IF (ACTION .NE. NEK) GO TO 80
C INITIALIZE STEP SIZE LIMITS
IF (VERSl ,EQ. TIHEV) GU TO 78
HMIN = 0.0001
HMAX « 0.1 QUO
IPRCOD = 2
GO TO 79
78 HMIN = 0.500E-07
HMAX = 0.500E-04
IPRCOD = 4
79 IF (VERSA .EQ. AREAV) IPRCOD - IPRCOD - I
C READ INTEGRATION CONTROLS, PROFILE OPTIONS,
C PRINT OPTIONS, SPECIALTY SWITCHES
37 CONTINUE
C ERROR MESSAGE - NO NATCH FOUND
URITEI6.104J SPP(I)












C GET INITIAL CONDITIONS
*0 CALL INIT (ISS,MMHG,MOLEF)
C CHECK INPUT COMPOSITION
CSUM = 0.
00 *7 1=1,LS
*7 CSUM = CSUM t CIII
IF (ABSI1.-CSUMI .LE. .001) GO TO 48
MR ITE16,105) CSUM,ISPNM(II,C(I),I=1,LS>




C SET INITIAL STEP SIZE
48 IFUTPSZ .GT. 2) GO TO 53
IF (ITPSZ .EO,. 1 .AND. NIB .ED. 0) GO TO 53








C CONVERT AREA PROFILE TO INTERNAL UNITS











202 CON2 » CONV»CONV
GO TO 206
203 XU = CU
AUI1) = CUP2(1)
AUI2I = CUP2(2)
C CONVERT PRESSURE PROFILE TO INTERNAL UNITS















205 IF (.NOT. MMHGI GO TO 206
AUI1I » CUPH 1)
AUI2I • CUPH2I
CON2 ° 1./760.
206 IF (VERSl .£9. TIMEVI CONV = 1.
IF IITPSZ .EO. 21 GO TO 208
oo 207 1=1,NTS
cxibii) = xTtt i i i 'CONv
207 CATBI I I = »TBIII»CON2
GO TO 53
208 DO 209 1-1.4
209 CNII) • CX(II«CON2
53 CONTINUE
59 IF IITPSZ .EO. 1) CALL CUBS ICXTB.CATB.NTI
IF (UNIT1 .NE. FPS) GO TO 63
CONVERT FROM FPS UNITS TO INTERNAL ICGS) UNITS
IF IVERSI .NE. TIMEVI GO TO 60
OVAR . OyAR»30.48
GO TO 61
60 IVAR - IVARM0.48







IFIVERSI .EO. TIMEVI GO TU 68
CENO » UNCEND*30.48
GO TO 68
63 IF (UNITI .NE. SI) GO TO 67
CONVERT FROM SI UNITS TO INTERNAL (CGSI UNITS
IF IVERSI .NE. TINEVI GO TO 64
OVAR * DVAR'100.
GO TO 65
64 IVAR - IVAR>100.






IFIVERSI .EQ. TIMEVI GO TO 68
CEND . UNCENO*100.
GO TO 68
67 CENO = UNCENO
IF (MMHGI P = P/760.
68 MIXMM - 0.
IF (.NOT. NOLEFI GO TO 71
MOLE FRACTION TO MOLES 11>/MASS(MIXTUREI
00 69 1=1,LS
69 HIXNW » NIXMK «• C(II*MMI1I
00 70 I-l.LS
70 SlGMAdl <= Cl II/MIXMN
GO TO 73
MASS FRACTION TO MOLESIII/MASSIMIXTUREI
71 00 72 1=1.LS
SIGMAIII = Cl II/MMIII
72 MIXMM =. NIXHM » SIGMAIII
MIXMM * 1./MIXMM
UNIVERSAL GAS CONSTANT IN ATM-CC/MOLE-OEG K
73 RR = 82.056
UNIVERSAL GAS CONSTANT IN ERGS/MOLE-OEG K
K. * 8.3143E»07




74 CPRO - CPRO » CPRIII*SIGMAIII
GAMMA = C P R O / ( C P R O - 1./MIXMM!
IF IV .NE. O.I GO TO 81
V - S8RIIN2«R/MIXMM»GAMMA»T1
81 IF IP .EO. O.I GO TO 82
RHO - f>«HIXNM/IRR*T)
GO TO 75





83 IF (IPRCOD .GT. 21 CO TO 84
X ' IVAR
IF IVERSI .EJ. TIMEVI X =• OVAR
CALL CINPICATS,CXTB.NT,X,AVAR,DUM1.DUM2)
GO TO 85
84 TIME - DVAR
IF IVERSI .€3. TIMEV) TIME * IVAR
CALL C1NPICATS,CXTB,NT,TIME,AVAR,DUM1.0UK2)
85 IF (VERSA .EQ. AREAVI GO TO 86
P •= AVAR
GO TO 81
86 AREA - AVAR
RHO * NDOT/CAREA*VI
GO TO 82




IF (.NOT. ICOMBUS .OR. SHOCK!) RETURN
HRO - 0.
00 .76 I-l.LS




IF ICOMBUSI CALL COMB
E3UILIBRIUM AND FROZEN SHOCK









LOGICAL T A P E UNIT ASSIGNMENTS
DATA LTHM,LDAT/4,7/
SPECIES SUBSCRIPTS FOR M,BLANK, AND HNU
DATA NTHRD,NBLANK,NPHOTO/26.27, 28/
ALPHANUMERIC DATA
D A T A TIME,AREA/4HTIME,4HAREAS
DATA SNAM.EFFM.BLANK/IHV^HRHO, 1HT,1HM,1H /
DATA HNU/3HHNU/
D A T A PPS,SI/3HFPS,2HSI/
END
BLOCK DATA





























































































































































SUBROUTINE T H R M ( T . H O N L Y )
C THIS ROUTINE CALCULATES (OIMENSI ONLESS) THERMOOrNANlC PROPERTIES
C FROM POLYNOMIAL CURVE FITS
LOGICAL NEXT
C O M M O N / C O N O / D U M I 3 3 I . L S . L S P 3 . N E X T
COMMON/GHSC/GRTI25 I ,MRT (251 ,SR1 251 . C P R I 2 5 I ,OCPR 125)
C O M M O N / T C O F / C I 7 . 2 . 2 5 I . T L O W . T M I D , T H I
F I T ] * A 1 » T » ( A 2 » T « ( A3»T»I A4»T«A5I I I
IF (T .EO. 298.15) TPREV'O.
IF (T .EO. TPREV) RETURN
IF <0.35»TLOW .LE. T .AND. T ,LE. THI) GO TO 3
IF IT .LE. l.20»THI) GO TO 2
rfRITE (6,100) T
130 FORMAT I 7HOI THRM) ,5X. 5HERROR. 3X, 3HT =,F8.2,16H IS OUT OF RANGE!
NEXT = .TRUE.
RETURN
2 W R I T E (6,101) T
101 FORMAT t7HO(THRMI .5X ,7HWARNlNG,3X .3HT -,F8.2,16H IS OUT OF RANGE,
• 4X .28HEXTRAPOLATED VALUES RETURNED)
C LOCATE PROPER TEMPERATURE RANGE
3 K = 2
IF (T .GT. T M ( O I K = 1
00 4 1*1, LS
C COMPUTE H/(R«D
Al = C( 1 ,K, I) * C ( 6 , K , ( ) / r
A2 = C I 2 . K , 11/2.
A3 = 0(3, K, 11/3.
A4 = C ( 4 , K , I ) /4 .
A5 = C I S , K, !)/!>.
4 HRT( l ) = F IT )
IF (HONLr .60. 0.) RETURN
TPREV = T
00 5 1=1, LS
C O M P U T E G / ( R » T I
Al = C( 1 , K , H « ( 1 . - A L O G I T ) )
A2 = - C 1 2 . K . 1 1/2.
A3 = - C ( 3 , K , I 1/6.
A4 = - C ( 4 , K , I J /12.
A5 = - C I S . K i l ) /20.
G R T ( I ) = F I T )
CI6 .K , I ) /T - C I7 ,K , I )
C O M P U T E S / R
Al = C( !,<., II > 4 L O G I T )
A2 = C I 2 , K , I I
A3 = C I 3 . K , 11/2.
A4 - C ( 4 , H , ( ) / 3 .
A5 = C I S , K, 11/4.
S R I I ) = F I T )
C ( 7 , K , I )
COMPUTE CP/R
Al = Cl UK, I)
A2 <= C(2,K,I)
A3 = CI3.K, II
A4 - C(4,K,I)
45 = CI5.K, II
CP R I I I * FIT)
COMPUTE (OCP/OTI/R
Al = CI2.K, I)
A2 •= 2.«C(3,X.I)
A3 - 3.*C(4,<,I>
A4 = 4. »C(5,<, 1)
A5 = 0.






C THIS ROUTINE IS USED TO CALCULATE VALUES OF THE ASSIGNED VARIABLE
C AND ITS DERIVATIVES
REAL LSUBM
DIMENSION X IN) .Y(N)
DIMENSION Dl tOI>SI«OI .T(40>.U{*0) .V(*0>
DIMENSION A3( VOl,A21*0),Al(*0),AOI*0)
COMMON/AFUN/C3.C2.C1,CO,ITPSZ,LSUBM,ETA.DIAM,VISC,BETA
EQUIVALENCE IS tA31 , IT .A2 I t (U .A l I , 1V,AO)
GIA) » l./ll. - A « f E T A )
OG(B) - ETA/LSUBM*TERM»»(ETA - l.)*B»B
32;(C.D,E) = C*IETA - 1. » 2.»ETA*TERN*«ETA*0)/E
C COMPUTE CUBIC SPLINE COEFFICIENTS FROM INPUT TABLE
C THIS ROUTINE KILL ACCEPT END CONDITIONS OF THE FORM
C F*«(X(1) I = ALPHA1«F»*(XI2I) » BETA1»F»«IX(3) I * GAMMA1
C F«»IX(N)I = ALPHAN*F*»(XIN-1)I » BETAN*F**(X(N-2I ) t GAMMAN
C THE CURRENT END CONDITIONS GIVE A PARABOLIC RUNOUT
C FtfUmi = F«*(XI2)1
C F**IXINI) - F«»(X(N-1II
C CONSTRUCT (THIDIAGONAL) COEFFICIENT MATRIX
t S=OIAGONAU T=SJPERDIAGONAL, U'SUBDIAGONAL. V=CONSTANTS
DXIM - X I2J - X l lJ
DYIM - Y (2 ) - YIU
DIM - DYIM/DXIH
DXI - X(3) - XI2I





S(2I = (ALPHA1 » 2.I*DXIM «• 2.*DXI
TI2) = BETAKDXIM t DXI
V(2) * (DI - DIM) - (GAMMA1/6.)*DXIN
1)131 * DXI





DXI = X(IH) - XI II
DYI = YilHI - YIU
DI = DYI/DXI
IF (I .EQ. NMI GO TO 3
SII) - 2.«(DXIM » BXII
T i l l = DXI
UU*1) - T i l l
2 VII) = DI - DIM
3 BETAN = 0.
ALPHAN = 1.
GAMMAN - 0.
SINMI = 2.*DXIH * 12. » ALPHAN)«DXI
U1NM) = DXIM t BETAN'OXI
VINMI - 101 - DIM) - (GAMMAN/6.I*DXI




1 1 = 1 * 1
SMI) - Sill) - UUI)*TIII




I = N - J
5 DII) - VII) - TIII*DU*l)
C GET Oil) AND DIN) FROM END CONDITIONS
DID = ALPHAl»DI2) » BETA1*DI3I * GAMMA1/6.
DIN) » ALPHAN>DINHI t BETAN*DINN2) » GAMMAN/6.
C COMPUTE CUBIC SPLINE COEFFICIENTS
DO 6 1=1,NM
II = I » 1
DXI = XIII) - XII)
DYI = YIIII - Yd)
DI = DIM)
DIM = 0(1)
A3U) • (DI - DIM)/DXI
DI = Dl*XU>
DIM = DIM*XIII)
A2I1) = -3.*IDI - DIMI'/OXI
DI = DI*X(I)
DIM = DIM*X(II)
B = OYI/DXI - ID(II) - D(I))*OXI
Aid) >'3.*(DI - DIM)/DXI t B








GO TO i r , L O , l l , U , 1 3 ) i I T P S 2
C COMPUTE 1, DY/DX, DZY/DX2 FROH CUBIC SPLINE COEFFICIENTS
7 00 8 I=1,NH
II = I
IF KXIII - X l l ' IXI - X(I*1I) .GE. 0.) GO TO 9
8 CONTINUE
URITE 16,1001 X I ,X (1 ) ,X IN )
100 FORMAT <7HO(CINPI ,5X,3HXI- ,F13.5,17H IS OUT OF RANGE/IOX, 5HX (!)=•,
• F13.5,5X,5HX(N)=,F13.5I
9 Yt = f ( A 3 ( I I J ' X I > A2II I I I*XI » A1III||*XI » AOI I I I
0V = (3.*A3(I I)*XI » 2.*A2(II)»XI » A1III)
D2Y = 6 . *A3( I I ) *XI » 2.*A2III)
RETURN
C COMPUTE V. Ot /DX, 02Y/OX2 FROM INPUT POLYNOMIAL
10 YI - ( |C3*X1 * C21»XI » C1MXI » CO
OY = (3 .«C3»X( » 2-«C2)«XI * Cl
D2Y « t.«C3«X< * 2.«C2
RETURN
C COMPUTE Y. OY/OX, 02Y/DX2 FROM INPUT SPECIAL FUNCTION
C EXCEPTIONAL CASE AT X-0




D2Y •= 02G(DY,YI tXU
RETURN
12 YI = 1.
C FIT A CJBIC THROUGH THE POINTS ( 0.,YLI , 1 .05.Y2«I,I.05,Y2»>I, AND









DY = (.05»IY3PP - Y2PP)/(.10 - .OSI/2. - Y2PPI*.05 * Y2P
02Y = Y2PP - .05MY3PP - Y2PPI/I.IO - .05)
RETURN
C V=0 CASE - ASSIGNED AREA IS NOT REQUIRED












COMMON/OPTS/ V6RSI.T I MEV.DUMK 5)
CCJMMON/COND/DVA«.AREA,MDOr ,P, IVAR,V,RHO,I ,CONC( 25) tLS,DUM2(2)
COMMON/NECC/DUM3I 2) ,M2.DUM<>(3)
COMMON/FAKE/
AR C6H6 C6H11 C6H12 C2H6CO
C2H5CO C2H50H CH3CHO CH30H CH3CO
C2HtOH CH20H HN03 BR BR2
C C6H13 C6H14 CH CH2
CH3 CH* CN CO C02
C2H30 C2H C2H2 C2H* C2N
CBH16 CBH1T C3H7 C3H6 C3H*
C2H5 H HCN HCL HF
H02 H2 H20 H202 HE
N C8H18 C7H1* C7H15 NH2
NH3 NO N02 N2 N2H4
N20 N20« C7H16 0 OH
02 HNO C2 XE NH
HCO CH20 C9H1B C2H3 C3H8































































































2 IVAR * TIME
DVAR - X
3 M2 - MACH'HACH
00 4 It'l.LS
JJ " ISSIIII




C THIS ROUTINE HEADS EACH DATA CARD, PRINTS A CARD IMAGE, AND STORES












100 FORMAT UH1.56X,18rt»« DATA C A R D S *«//37X,1H1.9X,1H2.9X, IH3.9X,
• 1H«,9X,1HS,9X,1H6,9X,1H7,9X,IH8/2*X,5HCC 1,BX,8(1H0.9X)//)
GO TO 2
1 READ (5,1011 CARD
2 00 3 1-1,20
IF ICAHOllt .NE. BLANK) GO TO 4
3 CONTINUE
WRITE 16,102)
102 FORMAT I60X.16H- BLANK CARD -I
GO TO 5
4 HRITE (6,103) CARD
103 FORMAT (28X,20A4)
IF (MORO .EQ. FINIS) GO TO 6








C OUTPUT CAM BE GIVEN IN (II INTERNAL (COSI UNITS, (21 FPS UNITS
C 131 SI UNITS
LOGICAL ALLMl.CONC.OBUGO.EXCHR,NEXT,RHOCON,ICON
REAL MOOT,[VAR,N,M,HW,MIXMM,M2,MACH.LSUBM







COMMON/KOUT/TITLEI20I.UNIT 1,UNI TO.CONCtEXCHR,DELHI 501.FPS,SI.OBUGO
CONNON/REAC/LSRI4.50) ,XX(50 l ,RArE(50) ,LKE9(50) ,DLKEO(50l ,MM<50) ,LR
CONMON/RRAT/A(50) , * (50) .EACT(50) ,B150) ,M(25.50) ,ALLMl
CONMON/AFUN/CNI4) f lTPSZ,LSUBM.ETA,D,VISC.BETAL
COHNON/SPEC/SNAM(31I.MM(25),M(25).STOlC(; !5,50l ,aMEGA(25,50)






C •* TITLE PAGE
IF (VERSI .E9. TIMEVI GO TO 98
I « 2
GO TO 99
98 I » *
99 IF (VERSA .EQ. AREAVI 1 = 1 - 1
GO TO (100,200,300,400),!
100 MRITE 16,101)
101 FORMAT I1H1,14X,21«OISTANCE-AREA VERSION!
GO TO 3
200 MRITE 16.2011
201 FORMAT UHl,12X,25HDtSTANCe-PRESSURE VERSION)
GO TO 3
300 MRITE 16,3011.
301 FORMAT I1MI,16X,17HTIME-AREA VERSION)
GO TO 3
400 MRITE 16.4011
401 FOftNAT I1H1.14X.21HTIME-PRESSURE VERSION)
3 MRITE 16.102) (TITLE!! ) ,1=1,20)
102 FQRNATI1H»,49X,*GEMERAL CHEMICAL KINETICS PROGRAM*,9X,(NASA LANGLE
ir RESEARCH CcNTER*/39X,*LANGLEr VERSION OF LEMIS PROGRAM ITN 0-6S8
261 USING STIFF OOE*/42X,'SOLUTION TECHNIQUE DEVELOPED BY C.U. GEAR
3 • / /26X,20At , / / /5X. 'REACTION*.3IX,•REACTION«.42X,*REACTION RATE VA
*RIABLES*/6X,'NUMBER»,TBX,1HA,16X.1HN,9X,*ACTIVAT[ON*/119X,'ENERGY*
SI







MRITE16.103) J ,NSTOC2,SPNM(N2),NSTOICI3,J) ,SPNMIN3).AIJ) .N(J) .
1EACTIJI
103 FORM4K8X, I2.25X, II, 1H*, A8.2X, 1H-. 2X, 11, 1H*,A8,2 JX.E12.S, 5X.
* FJ0.4.JX.F10.2)
IF INI .EO. NBLANK) GO TO 4




203 NSTOC1 - -NSTOICI1.JI
MRI1E(6,204I NSTOCl.SPNMINl)
204 FORMAT!1H»,19X,I1.1H>,A8.2X.1H»)
4 IF |N4 .E3. NBLANKI GO TO 6






C CONVERT ACTIVATION ENERGY TO B-FACTOR
6 Blj) = EACTIJI/1.987165
IF (.NOT. ALLM1I SO TO 7
MRITE (6,106)
106 FORMAT I///51X.29HALL THIRD BODY RATIOS ARE 1.0)
GO TO 13
7 MRITE 16,1071







IF (H(I,JJ .EQ. 1.1 GO TO 12
K = K » 1
IF (K .EQ. 51 K = 1
GO TO O191 10,11),K
8 WRITE(6 .108) SPNNII),J. Ml I, J I
108 FORMAT(5X,2HN(,A8.1H, ,12.3H) =.F10.5)
GO TO 12
9 MRITEI6.109) SPNMI DiJ.HI [,JI
109 FORMAT(1H»,36X,2HM(tA8i1H,, I2.3HI =,F10.5)
GU TO 12
10 HR(TE(6,110> SPNM(I j ,J ,M( I ,J )
110 FORMAmH».68X.2HM( ,A8,IM,,I2,3H) =.F10.5I
GO TO 12
11 WRITE(6,U1) SPNNI HiJ.M(I.J)
111 FORMAT(IH»,IOOX.2HMI.A8,1H,, I2,3H) =.F10.5)
12 CONTINUE
13 IF (VE»SI .E3. T IMEV) GO TO 1*
W R I T E 16,112) HMIN,HMAX,HINT,EMAX
112 FORMAT ( / / /56X,20« INTEGRAT!ON CONTROLS//15X,17HMINIMUM STEP SI2E,
• E14.5.3H CM.33X.17HMAXIMUM STEP SIZE,E14.5.3H CM//15X, 17HIN ITIAL.
•STEP SIZE.E14.5.3H CM.33X,22HMAXIMUM RELATIVE ERROR.F10.5)
GO TO 15
1* WRITE 16,113) HMIN.HMAX.HINT.EMAX
113 FORMAT ( / / /56X.20HINTEGRATION CONTROLS//15X, 17HMINIMUM STEP SUE,
» E14.5.4H SEC.32X.17HMAXIMUM S T E P SIZE,E14.5.4H SEC//1SX,17HINITIA
*L STEP SIZE,E14.5,4H SEC,32X,22HMAXIMUM RELATIVE ERROR,F10.5J
C •» SECOND PAGE
15 MRITE (6,114)
lit FORMAT (1H1,50X,31H»* ASSIGNED VARIABLE PROFILE ««//)
. GO TO (16,18,19,19,20),ITPSZ
16 GO TO (116,216,316,416),IPRCOD
C ASSIGNED VARIABLE T A B L E
116 W R I T E 16,1171 XU.AU
117 FORMAT (34X.64HTHE AREA IS CALCULATED BY INTERPOLATION FROM THE FO
• LLOMING T A B L E / / 3 6 X . 7 H S T A T ION,10X,17HAXIAL DISTANCE I,A2,1H),10X,
* 7HAREA ( ,A4,A1,1H))
GO TO 516
216 M R I T E 16,217) XU.AU
217 FORMAT <32X,58HTHE PRESSURE (S CALCULATED 8Y INTERPOLATION FROM TH
*E FOLLOWING TABLE/ /36X ,7MSTATION,10X ,17HAXIAL DISTANCE I.A2.1H),
* 9X,11HPRESSURE (,2A4,1H)I
GO TO 516
316 W R I T E (6,317) AU
317 FORMAT (3*X,6*HTHE AREA IS CALCULATED BY INTERPOLATION FROM THE FO
•LLOWING TABLE//36X,7HSIATIUN,UX,UHTIHE I SEC) , 16X, 7HAREA (,A4,
* A1.1HI)
GO TO 516
416 M R I T E 16,4171 AU
417 FORMAT (32X .68HTHE PRESSURE IS C A L C U L A T E D 8V INTERPOLATION FROM TH
*E FOLLOWING 1 A B L E / / 3 6 X , 7 H S T A T ION,14X.UHTIME I SEC),15X,11HPRESSUR
*E ( ,2A4, 1H»
516 DO 17 1-1,NTS
17 M R I T E (6,016) I .XTB I D .ATBI I)
616 FORMAT I38X,I 2,14X,1PE12.5,15X,E12.5)
GO TO 21
18 GO TO (218,318,418,518),IPRCOD
C ASSIGNED VARIABLE POLYNOMIAL
218 MRITE (6,2191 AU.CX
219 FORMAT (40X,52HTHE AREA [S CALCULATED FROM THE FOLLOWING POLYNOM1A
»L//23X,6HAREA (,A4,A1,5H) = I , IPE12. 5,9H) X*»3 » I , EU. 5,9H)X««2 *
*(,tl2.5.6H)X * (.E12.5.1H))
GO TO 21
313 W R I T E (6,319) AU .CX
319 FORMAT I38X.56HTHE PRESSURE IS CALCULATED FROM THE FOLLOWING POLYN
*3MIAL/ /20X.1DHPRESSURE ( ,2A4,5HI = (,IPE12.5,9H)X*«3 t (,E12.S,9H)
*X«*2 •• ( ,E12.5,6H)X » ( ,E12.5,1H))
GO TO 21
418 HRITE (6,4191 AU.CX
419 FORMAT (40X,52HTHE AREA IS CALCULATED FROM THE FOLLOWING POLYNUMIA
• L//23X.6HASEA (,A4,A1,5H) = I, 1PE12.5,9H)T»»3 » (,E12.5,9H)T*«2 *
*(,E12.5,6H)T «• (.E12.5.1H))
GO TO 21
SIB W R I T E (6,519) AU.CX
519 FORMAT (38X.56HTHE PRESSURE IS CALCULATED FROM THE FOLLOWING POLYN
• OMIAL//20X.UHPRESSURE ( ,2A4,5H) » ( , 1PE12.5.9H) r «*3 t (,E12.5,9H)
*I»«2 » ( ,E12.5,6H)T t I,E12.5,1H)1
GO TO 21
C SPECIAL AREA FUNCTION
19 W R I T E (6,118) LSUBM.ETA
118 FORMAT (41X.50HTHE AREA IS CALCULATED FROM THE FOLLOWING FUNCTION/
*/46X,16Hl/AREA = 1 - (X/,F10.3,4H)»*(,F10. 5, 1H))
IF ( ITPSZ .E9. 4) W R I T E (6,11181 D .V ISC.BETAL
1118 FORMAT ( /6X.20HHYORAULIC DIAMETER =,F8.4,3H CM,7X,23HVISCOS1TY COE
•FFICIENT =,E12.4,10H GM/CM-SEC,7X.6H8ETA =,F7.4)
GO TO 21
C ZERO VELOCITY - ASSIGNED VARIABLE NOT REQUIRED
20 WRITE 16,119)





228 IF (RHOCONI W R I T E 16.11261
1126 FORMAT I / / /38X,56HTME VOLUME ( D E N S I T Y ) WILL BE HELD CONSTANT FOR T
•HIS CASE)
IF ITCONI W R I T E 16,2126)





W R I T E 16,121)




W R I T E (6,128)
128 FORMAT (IH1)
29 MACH = SORTIM2)




: TOTAL ENTROPY AND MASS FRACTION SUM
DO 30 1=1,LS
IF(SIGHAII ) .IE. 0.) GO TO 30
TENT - TENT • SIGMA 11)• ISR111 - ALOGIS IGMA( I ) ) - PMLQG)
30 CSUM » CSUM t S IGMAI I ) *MW( I )
T E N T - TENT*1.987165
TXXH » 0.
: ENERGY EXCHANGE R A T E S
00 31 J=1.LR
XXHU) = XX IJ ) *OELH(J )
31 TXXH = TXXH • XXH(J)




32 TIME = IVAR
X = DVAR
33 IF (UNITU .ME. FPS) GO TO 48








WRITEI6.129) TIME,AREAA,X,PP, VV. RHOO,
* TT.OUTM.TENT, MACH,GAMMA
129 FORMAT(16X,*TIME*,E14.5,* SEC«,14X,*AREA»,E14.5,« SO FT*,
1 14X, *AXIAL POSITION*.E14.5,* F T * / / / 2 0 X , «FLUW PROPER 11 ES« ,<>5X,
2 * INTEGRATI3N INOICATORS* / /22X, •PRESSURE* .E22 .5 ,30X,
3 'STEPS F»ON L A S T P R I N T * , 1 3 X / 2 3 X , * ( L 8 / F T — 2 I» /22X,«VELOCITY«,
4 E 2 2 . 5 , 3 0 X , * A V E R A G E STEP SUE * /23X,*( F T / S E C ) «/22X ,*OENSIT Y*.
5 E23 .5 ,30X, 'CONTROLLING V A R I A B L E « / 2 3 X , » ( L B / F T — 3 I * /
6 22X , 'TEMPERATURE ' ,619 .5 /23X , • (OEG R l « / 2 2 X , » M A S S FLOW RATE* ,
7 E16 .5 /23X , * ILB /SE : i * / 22X , *ENTRUPY« ,E23 .5 ,30X ,«RELATIVE ERROR*/
8 2 3 X > * ( B T U / L B / O E G R ) > / 2 2 X , * M A C H NUMBER*,E19.5/ /22X,*GAMMA*,E25.5)
34 W R I T E (6,131)
131 FORMAT (//56X.19HCH6MICAL PROPERTIES//)
CONV = 0.02883
IF ICONC .OR. EXCHR) GO TO 36
C PRINT MASS FRACTIONS AND REACTION CONVERSION R A T E S
W R I T E 16,1321
132 FORMAT (IX , 7HSPECIES,4X, 13HMASS FRACTION,3X,13HMOLE FRACTION,3X,
* 27HNET SPECIES PRODUCTION R A T E , 5 X , 8 H R E A C T I O N , 3 X , 2 8 H N E T REACTION C
•ONVERSION RATE.2X.14HNET R A T E / P O S I - )
W R I T E 16,1331
133 FORMAT (53X,16H(MOLt lFT**3/SEC),11X.6HNUMBER,7X,22HIMOLE-FT**3/LB
••2 /SEC),6X,13HTIVE OIR R A T E )
00 35 JM.IR
35 PRXIJ) = XXIJI
CONV •= 1./62.43
GO TO 37
36 IF ICONC .OR. (.NOT. EXCHR) ) GO TO 39
I PRINT MASS FRACTIONS AND ENERGY EXCHANGE R A T E S
W R I T E (6,134)
134 FORMAT I1X ,7HSPECIEJ ,4X ,13HMASS FRACTION,3X,13HMOLE FRACTION,3X ,
* 27HNET S P E C I E S PRODUCT ION RATE,5X .8HREACTION,5X ,24HNET ENERGY EXC
•riANGE RATE,4X,14HNET RATE/POSI - )




• 2/SECI ,6X,UHTIVE DIR RATE)
COMPUTE MASS FRACTIONS
37 00 38 1=1,LS
38 PRCIII .» SIGHAII1**W(I)
GO TO 4*
39 IF ({.NOT. CONCI .OR. EXCHRI CO TO 41
PRINT MOLAR CONCENTRATIONS AND REACTION CONVERSION RATES
HRITE (6,1361
136 FORMAT (IX,7HSPECIES.4X,13HCONCENTRATION.3X,13HMOLE FRACTION.3X,
• 27HNET SPECIES PRODUCTION RATE.5X,8HREACTION,3X.28HNET REACTION C
• (INVERSION RATE.2X.14HNET RATE/POSI-)
MRITE (6,1371
137 FORMAT I12X,13H(MOLES/FT*«3I,23X.16HIMOLE/FT«*3/SECI,11X,6HNUMBER,
• 7X,22H(MOLE-FT«3/LB*'2/SECI.6X,13HTIVE DIR RATE)
DO 40 J*1,LR
1,0 PRXIJJ = XXIJI
CONV * 1./62.43
GO TO 42
PRINT MOLAR CONCENTRATIONS AND ENERGY EXCHANGE RATES
41 W R I T E (6,1331
138 FORMAT (1X,7HSPECIES.4X,13HCONCENTRATION,3X,13HMOLE FRACTION,3X,
• 27HNET SPECIES PRODUCTION RATE.5X,8HREACTION,5X.24HNET ENERGY EXt
•MANGE RATE.4X.14HNET RATE/POSI-I
HRITE 16,1391
139 FORMAT 112X, 13H(MOLES/FT»«31,25X,16H(MOLE/FT**3/SECI,11X,6HNUMBER,
• 8X,21H(BTU-FT«3/LB"2/SECI,6X. 13HTIVE DIR RATE!
COMPUTE MOLAR CONCENTRATIONS
42 00 43 I-l.LS
4} PRCIII = SlGMAll)*RHOO
44 DO 47 IJ=1,MAX
IF IIJ .GT. LS .OR. IJ .GT. LR) GO TO 45
FMOL = SIGNAIIJI 'MIXMM
MM = MlIJ)<62.43
XXX = PRX( I J )«CONV
>4RITEI6,14DI SPNMI IJI.PRCI IJ I ,FMOL ,MM, IJ.XXX.EOUILI IJI
HO FO«MAT(2X,A8,2X,E12.S,E16.9,7X,E16.S,15X,I3,10X,E16.5,7X,E16.SI
GO TO 47
45 IF (IJ .GT. LSI GO TO 46
FMQL = S IGMA! IJ I *MIXMM
KM = M(IJ)>b2.43
r fRITE<6,141 l SPNMIIJ I .PRCI IJ I ,FMOL,MM
14L FORMAT(2X,A8,2X,E12.5,E16.S,7X,E16.5I
GO TO 47






143 FORMAT I /4X, 24HMI XTURE MOLECULAR ME IGHT, Fl 3. 5, 5X , 26HTOTAL. ENERGY




48 IF IUNITO .NE. Sll GO TO 63
CONVERT FROM INTERNAL ICGSI UNITS TO SI UNITS
X = X*.01






MP.ITE(6,I45I TIME,AREAA,X,PP, VV, RHOO,
• TT.OOTM,TENT, MACH,GAMMA
145 FORMAT(16X,«TIME»,E14.5,« SEC«,14X,«AREA», E14. 5,* SQ M«,
1 14X,«AXIAL POSITION*,E14.5,» M «///20X,*FLOM PROPER!IES«,45X,
2 'INTEGRATION INOICATORS»//22X,'PRESSURE*.E22.5,30X,
3 'STEPS F<OM LAST PRINT*,13X/23X,*(N/M—-2 )»/22X,*VELOCITY*,
4 E22.5.30X,*AVERAGE STEP S12E*/23X,*(M/SEC I*/22X,*DENSITY*,
5 E23.5,30X,'CONTROLLING VARIABLE'/23X,*(KG/H—3 J «/
6 22X,'TEMPERATURE*. E19.5/23X,*(DEG K)«/22X,'MASS FLOM RATE',




IF ICONC .OR. EXCHR) GO TO 51




•/SECI.7X,13HTIVE OIR RATE I
DO JO 4=1.LR





51 IF (CONC .OR. (.NOT. EXCHR)I GO TO 54
c PRINT MASS FRACTIONS AND ENERGY EXCHANGE RATES
WRITE (6,134)
WRITE (6,1471
147 FORMAT ISOX.15H(>IOLE/M*»3/SEC), 12X,6HNUMBER,7X, 22H( JOULE-M»«3/KG*»
•2/SEC),6X,13HTIVE DIR R A T E )
c COMPUTE MASS FRACTIONS
52 00 53 1=1,LS
53 PRCIII > SIG1AII)»MH( I)
GO TO 59
54 IF ((.NOT. CONC) .OR. EXCHR) GO TO 56






55 PRXIJ) = XXIJI
CONV = 0.001
GO TO 57
c PRINT MOLAR CONCENTRATIONS AND ENERGY EXCHANGE R A T E S
56 W R I T E (6,1381
W R I T E (6, 149>
149 FORMAT (12X.12H(MOLES/M»«3I,26X,15HIMOLE/M»*3/SECI,12X,6HNUMBER,7X
*,22H(JOULE-M««3/KG»«2/SEC).6X,UHTIVE OIR RATE)
C COMPUTE MOLAR CONCENTRATIONS
57 00 58 1=1,LS
58 PRCI I I = S IGMA! I j *RHOO
59 00 62 IJ- l .MAX




W R I T E ( 6,1 40) SPNMI I J ) , f >RC( I J ) ,FML)L ,HW, I J ,XXX ,EUUIL ( I J I
GU TJ 62
60 IF (IJ .GT. LS) GG TO 61
FMCL = SI L.MAI IJ )*MIXMh
W« = N(1JI*1000.
W R I T E ( 6 , 1 4 1 I S P N K < I J I , P R C ( I J / , F M O L , H W
GO TO 62
61 XXX = P R X ( I J I * C C N V





150 FJRMAT I4<ix,22h( JOUL E-M*» 3/KG« * 2 / S E C I )
GO r-J 78
C PRIM UJTPUT IN INTERNAL (CGSI UNITS
63 W K I T t ( 6 , 1 5 1 l T I M E , A K E A , X , P . V, KHO,
« T . M U O T . T c N T , KACH,GAMMA
151 F J R M A T I 1 6 X , « T IHE*,E14.5 ,* SEC * , 1 4 X , * A K E A * , E 1 4 . 5 , « SJ CM*,
1 1 4 X , « A X I A L P O S I T I O N * , £ 1 4 . 5 , * C M * / / 2 0 X , * P R E S S U R f , A T M = • ,
2 F 2 2 . 4 . 2 0 X , * V E L O C I T Y , C M / S E C =* . F 2 2 . 2 / / 2 0 X , * J E N S 1 T Y . G M / C C -*,
3 E 2 2 . 5 , 2 0 X , ' T E M P E R A T U R E , K =* , F 2 Z . 5 / / Z J X , * F L O w R A T E , G « / S E C » « ,
4 J 2 2 . 5 , 2 0 X , * 6 N T R C f Y , C A L / G M - K = * , F 2 2 . 5 / / 2 0 X , * M A C H NUMBfcK ««,
5 F 2 2 . 5 , 2 0 X , « G A M M A =*,F22.5I
64 W H I T E ( 6,131 I
1FI.NOT. OUUGUI GC TO 700
IF ICQNC .JR. E X C H R ) GO TO (6
C PH1NT MASS F R A C T I C N S AND R E A C T I O N CONVERSION R A T E S
W R I T E ( 6 , 1 3 2 1
152 F O R M A T I 5 0 X , 1 6 H I M O L E / C M * * 3 / S E C I , 1 1 X , 6 H N U M B E R , T X , 2 2 H ( M O L E - C M * * 3 / G M *
« « 2 / S t t ) , 6 X , 1 3 H T I V E U I R R A T E )
DO 65 JM ,LR
65 P R X I J ) = X X I J )
GO TO 67
66 IF ICQNC .OR, I.NCT. EXCHRI) GO TO 69
C PRINT MASS FRACTIONS AND ENERGY EXCHANGE R A T E S
W R I T E 16,1341
W R I T E (6,153)
153 FORMAT I50X,16H(MCLE/CM**3/SEC),11X,6HNUMBER,8X,21H(CAL-CM»3/GM»
• 3 / S E C I , 6 X , 1 3 H T I V E DIR R A T E )
C COMPUTE MASS FRACTICNS
67 DO 68 1=1,LS
68 PRCUI = S 1 G M A ( I ) » K W ( I )
GO TO 74
69 IF ((.NUT. CQNC) .OR. EXCHR) GO TO 71
C PRINT MOLAR CONCENTRATIONS AND REACTION CONVERSION R A T E S
W R I T E (6,136)
W R I T E 16,154)
154 FORMAT 112X, 13H(»'OLES/CM**3I ,25X, 16HI MOLE/CM**3/SEC I , 11X, 6HNUM9ER ,




70 P R X I J J ) = X X ( J )
GO TO 72
0 PRINT MOLAR C O N C E N T R A T I O N S »ND ENERGY EXCHANGE R A T E S
71 W R I T E 16,138)
W R I T E (6 ,1551
155 FORK AT U2X,13H(> 'CLES/CM»»3) ,25X, 16HIMOLE/CM*«3/SECJ ,11X.6HNUMBER,
« 8 X , 2 1 H I C A L - C H * * 3 / G M « » 2 / S E C ) , 6 X , 1 3 H T I V E Din R A T E I
C COMPUTE MOLAR C O N C E N T R A T I O N S
72 DO 73 1=1,LS
73 PRCI I ) =. S IGMAI II«RHO
PROD - PRCI I I * PRCI3 I
7* DO 77 I J - l .MAX
IF (IJ .GT. LS .CR. IJ .GT. LRI GU TO 75
F«OL = S IGHAl IJ I«MlXKk
w « ! T t l 6 , l ' . 0 > SPNM I J I, PRO I IJ) , FMOLiUl IJI, IJ,PrtXIIJ I , EOUILI IJI
GU TU 77
75 IF <IJ .GT. LSI GO TO 76
FMOL = S IGMAI IJ )»MIX.MW
«K ITE I6 ,1M) SFNM I JI .PKCI IJ) , FMOL, HI IJ)
GU TO 77




W R I T E I 6 , 7 J 1 I
701 F U R M A T I l x , ' S P E C I E S ' , 4 X , « M A S S F R.ACT ION'. 3X ,'MOLE FRACTION ' ,3X ,
1 «MULAR C O N C E N T R A T I O N » , 3 X , » SIGMA « ,3X,»NET S P E C I E S PROOUCTI
20N R A T E « I
U R I T E ( 6 , 7 0 ? )
fU2 F O R M A T ( 4 7 X , * ( M O L E S / C M - - 3 I « , 6 X , * ( M O L ( I I / M A S S ) * , 7 X , « I M O L 6 S / C C - S E C I » )
DO 703 1=1,LS
FMOL = S I G M A I 1 I ' M I X M W
PRC(1I"SIGMA11I«RHO
PRCF = SIGMAI 1 >*Mfc<I I
HRITEI6.704I S P N M ( I ) ,PKCF,FPOL,PRCI I ) ,S IGMA I I I,H1 I)
70* F O R M A T ( 2 X , A 8 , 2 X , E 1 2 . 5 , E 1 6 . 5 , 7 x , b l 2 . 5 , 7 X , E 1 2 . 5 , 9 X , E 1 2 . 5 l
703 CONTINUE
PROO = PRCI II 'PRCOI
DCOU > P R C I 3 ) « W ( 1 I » PRCI1 I *H |? I
IFISPNMtl l .NE. 61-CO I GO TO 705
H R I T E I 6 , 7 J 6 > UCCQ
706 F O R H A T I 3 X , « I U I X C I C O ) * ( C U ) X D I O I = »,E15.5I
705 CONTINUE
HKITE 16,20001 PROD
2000 F O R « f A T ( / 3 X , 6 0 H PRODUCT CF S P E C I E S 1 ANU S P E C I E S 3 MOLAR C O N C E N T P A T
«10NS = 1PE12.5/ )
MRITE 16,143) M l X M H . T X X h . C S U M
W R I T E 16,156)
156 FjRMAT K9X,21HICAL-Ch«*3/GH»«2/SEC) l
WRI TE(6 ,1 :>VI T O E R V
159 F U R M A T ( / 5 X , * U T E M P / O I V A R =*,E16.5I
78 CONTI\UE
82 IF IA&SI1. -CSUM) .LE. .001) RETURN
W H I T E 16,163)




SUBROUTINE BIFFUNI •*!. TI, Y, YDOT, I FN.NPEDV, K21















LUIMON/SPEC/SN/IMI 31),MWI25I ,U(25J,STOIC(^5,50I , OMEGA 12 5,50)
:OMMUN/KEA(./L SRI 4,50), XXI !>0) .RATE 1501 ,LKEQ( 501 ,DLKEQ( 501, MM ( 501 , LR








r O H F I O N / S A » < / S l , S 2 . A A . B B , O T E R n
FOUTVAtENC* ( O V > F I 1 I )
n?»DT'en?i . v*v*02 • ov/v«o«









IFIKTCONI GO TO 400
*NT°Y OtFM





nnG°T • A I O G ( R R * T >
m 4 J"l»lff
C P F A C T I O N R A T E C O N S T A N T
B i T E ( J ) • A ( J I » T » « N ( J I * E X P ( - B ( J ) / T )






IF (NN .GT. IS) GO 10 Z
srnr . N^Tn ic i i . J )
rir i^Tc « I C L S T C » S T O C
"FIG » OFIG » STOC*GRT(NN)
IflH • OFIH » STOC'MRIINN)
2 riNTINUt
KFOIJI • -OELG - OELSTC'ALOGRT
niKCQ(j) . (OELH - OEISICI/T
A CniTTIUF
C XTKTU" ""LCCULAR HEIGHT
5 "»1 • 0.
ni (, i-iin
6 n»i . n?i » s i G H A i i i
^«!l" • DPI
»!»•!« • I./SSUK
C .....t. UPDATE INDEPENDENT AND DEPENDENT V A R I A B L E S
tt(KU») r.1 TO 600
IV1R • TT
600 CTNTIWF
IMVFP^I .CO. TIM E V I GO TO 700
» . IV»»
IFCKKHNI TIME • DVAR
IFK.inT. "UP) .ANO. (.NOT. KTCONI) T IHE-DVAR •? . • ( T I-TP«E VI / I VOID •
1YI1 I I




TFIKTCni) 1 • DVAR
IFK.NOT. <UP) .AND. (.NOT. KTCONII X »OVAR« I T I-TP9EV I • I VOID* Y( 11 I
1".
I=(KU°) V » OVAR
701 C"1TIN»F
C A^'SIGNiQ VAO IA9LE
IF (T°Prni .GT. Zl GO TO 7
? « l t r i N P ( r X T B . C A T S , N 2 , K . A V A R , D A , D 2 A )
GT Tn f l
7 C^ITISUF
C A L L C I N P C X T B , C A T B , N Z , T I M E » A V A R , D A , D 2 A )
C CAir i lUTFO V A B I A B I E
8 IF [V«*» .EC. A R E A V I GO TO 1
P • 4 V A P
IF (V .IF. O.I A R E A • H D O T / ( R H O * V I
sn T" 10
g A B C A
 3 & V A O
p . onn« l>o«T/ l1 IXMW
C l"»" Finu ? A T E
P")OT - P H n * A R E A » V
10 T1 ?tl J B 1 , L R
11 • It'll.J)
1> . lto|», Jl
17 • L"(3, Jl
14 . L5»(4 ,J I
IF IN] .FO. NPHOTOI GO 10 15
c TMi»n «HDY FACTOR
""(J) • 0.
1' (Nl .1C. NTHRO .AND. N4 .NE. 1THRDI GO 10 13
IF (Att'll GO TO 1J
"T 11 I-I.IS




12 HHIJ) = SSUH
13 IF ILKEOU) .01. Q.I GO TO 14
EXP3 = EXPI-LKEQUI/3.1
EXPl = RATE(J I *EXP3
50 10 15
14 EXP1 = EXPIALOGIRATEIJ)) - LKEQIJI)
EXP3 = 1.
C NET REACTION CONVERSION RATE
15 SIGMA1 - D.
IF <N1 .LE. LSI SIGMA1 = SIGMMN1I
SIGMA4 - 0.
IF (N4 .LE. LSI SIGMA* • SIGMAIN4)
NC « -(NSTOICIl.J) » NSTOIC(2,JII - 2
DPI » POr fER<RHO,NCI«RATEIJ ) *PUWER(SlGMAl , -NSTOIC( l i J I I *
* POHER(SIGMA<N2I . -NSTOIC<2,J ) I
IF (Nl .E3. NPHOTOI GO TO 18
NC = (NSIOICI3.JI » NSTOICI4.JI) - 2
DP2 = EXP3«POWERIRHO,NC)«EXP3*PUHERISIGMAIN3) .NSTOICI3,J) )»
* POWER(SIGMA4.NSTOIC(4 ,J ) ) *EXP1
X X ( J I * DPI - DP2
IF (Nl .EQ. NTHRD .OR. N4 .EQ. NTHRDI X X ( J ) = MMIJI«RHO»XX(JI
IK XXIJI.NE. 0. I GO TO 29
EOUILU1 • 0.
GO TO 20
29 IF (XX(J I .LT . O.I 30 TO 30
EQUILUI = XXIJI /D»1
IFIN1 .EQ. NTHRO -JR. N4 .EQ. NTHRD) EQUILIJJ-EQUIL(JI/<««(JI*RHO)
GO TO 20
3} EQUILUI = ABSIXXIJ1 /DP2I
IFIN1 .EQ. NTHRD -3R. N4 .EQ. NTHRDI EOUILIJI-EOUILIJI /(MM(JI»RHOI
GO TO 20







C NET SPECIES PRODUCTION RATE





21 DPI - DPI » OMEGAd.JI
W i l l • DPI
22 CONTINUE
C GAMMA (FROZEN)
GAMMA > TCP*/(TCPR - l./MIXMMI
C MACH NUMBER SQUARED
M2 - V/R«V/T»MIXMH/GAMMA
IF (VERSA .ME. AREAV .OR. (M2 .LT. 0.9025 .OR. M2 .GT. 1.1025)1
» GO TO 23
KHACH * S3RT(M2)
WRITE 16,101) UMACH
101 FORMAT l7HOIPREai,5X,7HMARNING,3X,13HMACH NUMBER =,F8.4,19H IS APP
•ROACHING 1.0)
MHARN •= MUARN « 1
IF (MWARN .LT. 5) 30 TO 23
MRITt (6.1021










F i l l * 0.
1 CONTINUE
DENM = Rria
IF ( V E R S I .NE. TIMEVI DENM = RHO»V
DO 50 1-1.LS
C DSIGMA/DIVAR
II = I » 3
Fill] = <t( 11/DENM
C SI FOR AA
DPS1 = DPS1 » F(II)
C S2 FOR BB





GA*1 • G A K - A - I.
no cnp n r o i V A T I V E S
C >A trie 1FP IVAT IVES
11 . si - IB
c O « V » ° / O I V A O
IF (V"SI .EO. T IJ fEV .AND. IPRCOD .LE. 21 DA • V«DA
TF IV«9« I .NE. TIHEV .AND. IPRCOO .GE. 3) DA * 0*/V
T F ( V C ° < « . .IE. A R E A V I GO 10 51
fctr.lf) A » E « E Q U A T I O N S
fl . l i- IXSJ - SI)
j c t o M n r n * . A N O . V .EO. 0. .AND. .NOT. T C O N ) IRHO » 2
O T C f t * , P A / A P E A - A&
Tt « !./("' - 1.1
c
 ( 1 ) » "*T1 *DTERH
C npun/p»TV*»
tc I. NUT. "HOCONI FI2I » -RNO«{T2»DTER,1 • AAI
C O T / P I V « »
TF I . NOT. T C O N I F ( 3 ) . - T » ( 6 A H 1 « T 2 « D T E R H « 86)
T F C I O H T .F.O. 21 FI3 I • -T«ED
C D A B F A / O I V A B W R T I V A R
TF (VF»S I .EO. T I H E V .AND. ( I P R C O D .EO. 1 .»NO. V .HE. O. I ) 0?A
* 0 ? A O T 7 < D ? A )
TF («E"I -NE . T I B E V .AND. I P R C O D .EO. 3) D2A . 0 2 A D X 2 I D 2 A )
T1 • ID?" - D A * D A / A R E A I / A R E A
rn TT 5'
C ASnr.NF.I O P F ^ S U R E E O U A T I O N S
51 " T C O " . P A / P
T? « - l . / G A K M A
C P»/"IVSi>
IF (V .1C. 0.) FID . - D A / ( R H O * V I « 1 . 0 1 3 2 5 E < 0 6
C O o w n / o p ' A P
TF ( . S T T . O H O C O N I F ( 2 I « - R H O * ( T 2 « O T E R r l • AA)
C O T / I T V I O
IF l.vnr. TCON) F I 3 ) • - T » ( G A « l » T 2 » O T E R t • 381
C no /nn /AO W9T I V A P
IF (V?»M .EO. TIBEV .AND. IPRCOD .EO. 2) D2A * 0 2 » O T ? ( 0 2 A >
1C ( V C O ^ T
 ;NE. T l d E V .AND. IPRCOD . E O . <. I 02A • 0 2 A D X 2 I 0 2 A I
T^ » ( P 7 A - DA »OA /P ) /P
52 rnNTTNMF
TC1EPV . F(l )







COMPUT? A L L MIxFD P A R T I A L D E R I V A T I V F 1
L O G I C A L TCCNtK- incUN
IMlOfF S T O I C
» F A L LKF!).MM,N. w, «I X M W , M2
O F A L "*Pnn
•j \ KfNSMN ° X X P H ( i ( S O I > » X X T ( 5 U I , P X X S ! C ( jO,2 i l ,P( ;S!CI2 i l ,PM2SICI i5 l ,
* PSISIGI iSl i 'SiS! 1(251. PA ASK, (251 . Pb1SIG(25)
DIMFNSIO'I l ) F T A ( N " > £ P V , ' 4 P € r v l , » ( N O , < 2 )
C r . » ^ C N / S A r t S / S l . S 2 . A A , H B , U T E R «
C P H « O N / L T U S / L T H M f L 3 A T , N T ^ P O t N B L A N K , ^ P H O T O
Cr^MJN/r i^TS/V r HSI ,TI «F V. V ? R S f t i ARE Atf , TCCK.-tH^CnN, IPPCTO
C'."i»ON/CO IID/')VaK,A»Ea,>I9CT,P.I Vf.V.XIIl, T ,S1G"*< 111 ,t S ,LS»3,NEXT
CO«NON/SPFc/S>«AM(J l l . > f i , (25 l iW(^5 l ,S 'OICI25 .» i ) l .0»fGA(25, 50)
CQPION/ll'ilC/LSfKtf 50li XXI 501 i R A TF ( 501 .LKETl iO) ,ULKEO( iOI . »«( 501 , LI
C r " f r n / P P A T / A ( 5 0 ) , N ( 5 J ) . F A C T I 5 0 l , D ( 5 0 l , M ( 2 5 , 5 0 I,ALL"I
Crixor./nH«/SBTliil,Hm<Z5l .S8I25I .CPRI25I . O C P R I 2 3 )
Cfl'""-N/MFCC/'. I ',MIX».1,M2,r,A>''(A1TCPP,R
Cf ""nh/[;tqN/F ( 2 8 1
Ci»'ClK-/STCi/NST'3IC(4,50
W( 1 I
S f C « » l 2 l
T = Y ( 3 1
•XI 50 1 = 1 .LS
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1 lETAU.KI • 0.
IFIRH1CON ,»NO. V .EQ. 0. .AND. .NOT. TCONI 1RHO • ?
on i J-UIR
no 2 i«i .n
2 " X X S T G U t t i • 0.
C X X I J ) U»T R H O . T . S I G N A I I >
nn <> J«I,LR
11 • LSSU, Jl
N? • l"(?. Jl
N3 • LSRM. Jl
•", • isR(*> ji
IF INI ,EO. NPHDTOI GO TO 7
IF IIKCQ(J) .GT. O.I GO TO 3
FXP3 • FXPI-LKEOIJI/3.I
F.XP1 . RATF ( J)*EXP3
GO TO *
3 FXPl • EXP ( A L O G I R A T E I J ) I - L K E O I J I I
F.XP3 • 1.
«, SIGNA1 • 0.
IF (Nl .1?. LSI SIGMA1 = SIGMAIN1I
SIG^AH • 0.
IF <N4 .LF. LSI SIGMA* - SIGMAINtl
N'l • -INSTOICI1.Jl • NST01CI2.JII - 2
Cl • ^ Cl
•If? . O5Tn lC(3 ,J I * NSTOICCi. J) ) - 2
f? « NC?
P X X O H n ( J ) = C l ' P O U E « ( R H O , N C l - l l « R « T E ( J ) « P O U E R I S ! G » i l . - K S T O I C I l , J ) I
• • o n w E P ( S I G « A ( N 2 l . - N S T O I C I Z i J ) I - C 2 « E X P 3 » P O U E R I R H O , N C 2 - 1 ) « E X P 3 *
• P n w F » ( S I G « A ( N 3 l , N S T O I C ( 3 . J l I ' P O W E R I S I G r t A ^ p N S T O I C 1 4 . J I ) * E X P 1
P X X T I J ) = E X P 3 » P O W E R ( R M O . N C 2 ) « E X P 3 t P O W E R ( S I G f l A ( N 3 I , N S T O I C ( 3 . J l I *
» PnwFOC; iG iA< , ,NSTOIC<«. J ) I » E X P 1 * O L K E O ( J )
IF (Nt .IE. LSI P X X S I G U . N l l • F L O A T ( -STO 1C ( Nl. J I I * P O U E R ( BHD. NC 1 I •
• P A T E ( J > « P n W E R ( S I G K A l t - N s r O I C ( l . J >-11 «POUE R ( S IGn A ( N? l , -NS TC1IC ( 2 . Jl
• )
» X « « I G < J i t ? l • F L O » r < - S T O I C ( N 2 , J I I « P D W E R C R H O , N C l l * ° A T E ( J I *
• PTWFSISIGiAlt-NSTOIC(IFJ)I•POWER(SIGNA(N2).-NSTOIC(2.J1-1)
PXXMGI J,N3 ) • -FLOATISIOICIN3f Jl ) »EXP3»POWE R ( RHO. NC 2 I »EX P3»
• »OHE'f*IGK>IN3).NSTalC(3>JI-11•POWER(SIGHA«,NSTO1C(4, J) I «EXP1
Ir (N4 .LE. LSI PXXSIGIJ.N4) • -FLOAT ( STOIC ( N4, J I I »E XP3*1>OWER ( RHO.
• Nr?l«FX°3«POWER(SIGMACN3l,NSTOIC<3.J>I*PaWE«(SIGNA4.
• NSTOICU.J I-1I»EXP1
Tc (Nl ,FO. NTHRDI GO TO 8
IF 1N4 .EO. NTHRO) GO TO 88
r,n Tn q
7 NCI • -N'T"1C(2,JI - 2
r\ . «iri
PXX5HOIJ) • C1»POWERIRHO,NC1-1I«RATE(JI«POUER(51GflAIN2I ,
• -NITTICC?.JlI
»XXT(JI • 0.
o»X«T!![J,N7 I • FLOATI-STOICIN2, J) ) "POWER ( RMO, NCI ] »R ATE ( J I *
• »OWER(SIG'<A(N2I>-NSTOIC(2> J l - l l
GO TO 0
8 M.MPHD . HM( J)«RHO
°XX9HO(JI • BMRHOX(C1»1.I*POWER(RHO.NC1-1I'RATEIJl«
• »1WER(SIG>IA(N2I.-NSTOK(2, Jl I - ( C2»l . I «EXP3»POWE<! ( RHO.NC2-11 •
• EXP3«PnwE» ( SIGMA (N3 IF NSTOIC (3, J) I 'POWER ( S IGNA<i. NSTOIC l<t, J I ) » E X P 1 I
OXXT(J) • »«RHO»PXXT(JI
OXX^IGIj,^2) » nnRHO«PxxsiG(J.N2I » xx{Ji/nniji»n(N2.Ji
PXXSTG( Jf 13 I » MMRHO*PXXSIG( Jt N3 I + XX ( J I/flfll J I *M (N3» J )
tf <N4 .L5. LS .AND. N« .NE. N3) PXX S I G I J , N « ) • NMRHO*
•
 DXX^TG(J»N*I + XX ( J I / M M ( J I * h ( N * f J >
GO TO 1
88 «l">Hn " *-((J)«RHO
»»«Ilnn|J| . nnRHD»IICl»l.l*POWEr.UHO,NCl-ll»RATEI J)«
• »nuFR(SIG1Al,-NSTOICU.JI I'POWER I S IGM A ( NJ I ,-NSTOIC ( 2. Jll -
• 1C 2*1. > *?x P 3» POWER! RHO. NC 2-1 I«EXP3«POWER ( SIGHAIN3I , NSTOIC ( 3,'J ) >«
• FXP1)
PXXT(J) • HBRHO«PXXT(Jl
If (Nl .LE. LS .AND. Nl .NE. N2I PXXSIG(J.N1I • MMRHD*
• »xxsiG(j,iii » xxij|/nn(ji*niNi,j)
»»«MSCJ.N»I • nnRHO»pxxsiG(J.N2I « xxij)/ni<(ji«r(N2.j)
P X X S I G I J , N 3 ) • nnRHO«PXXSIG IJ .N3 I » XX IJ I /UNIJI•«(H3,JI
<> P X X T I J I . P X X T I J I » X X I J I » ( N I J I » B I J I / T I / T
r.TGni « G A i n A * ( G A f l n A - 1.1
PGAMT > 0.
C G«""« W»T SIGMMI) AND BACH NUMBER SQUARED WST S I G M A I I )
00 10 I-l.LS
"GSIGIII « GTGMltlMIXMW - CPRIII/TCPR)
P'l'^lGII) • -M2«(MIXMW * PGSIGIII/GAMflAI
10 PGAKT • PGAMT » SIGMAIIXOCPRIII
C GIKMA W9T T
P G A K T • - G T G M 1 / T C P R » P G A H T
C P-ACM NIJMBFR S O U A R E D WRT V
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APPENDIX B
C MACH NUMBER S9UAREO HRT T
PM2T = -H2*(1./T * PGAHT/GAHMAI
TERN =• RHD
IF IVERSI .EO. IIMEVI GO TO 12
TERM = RHO/V
C OSI6MA/DIVAR HRT V
DO 11 I !•=<.,LSP3
11 BETAMI.ll = -FIIU/V
C OSIGNA/DIVAR HRT RH3 AND OSIGHA/OIVAR HRT T
12 DO 14 11=4.LSP3
I = II - 3
DO 13 J=1,LR
STUC = SIOICII.JI
BETAIII.2I - BETA( I I ,2 I » STOOPXXRHOU)
13 BETA(I I ,3) = BETAUI.3) <• STOOPXXKJI
bETAdI.2) = F l l l l /RHO <• TERM«BETA( I l ,2 l
14 BETAHI ,3> = T E R M * B E T A ( [ 1 , 3 1
C DSIGMAdl/DIVAR HRT SIGNA1KI
00 16 11 = 4.LSP3
1 = 1 1 - 3
00 16 KK=4,LSP3
K = KK - 3
DO 15 J'lilR
STOC = SFOIClI.JI
15 SETAI I I .KKI = BEIAII I .KKI t SIOC'PXXSIG(J,KI
16 BErAMI .KK) = TERM>BETA(II,KIO








1 = II - 3
PS1V • PS1V t BETA!11 ,1 )
PS1RHO = PS1RHO » B E T A 1 1 1 , 2 1
PSIT = PSIT t B E T A ( I I , 3 )
PS2V • PS2V » HRUI)»BETAII I, 1)
PS2RHO = PS2<HO <• H R T ( I I * 8 E T A ( I 1,21
PS2T = PS2T f HRT I I ) *BETA l I 1 ,31 » C P R ( 1 ) » F ( I I I / T
PS1SIGI I I = 0.
PS2SIGI II = 9.
00 17 KK=4,LSP3
f. - KK - 3
PSISIG1I) - PS1SIGII I f BEIft(«,H)
17 PS2S IG( I I . = PS2SIGI I I ' HKT { K J *BET Al KK , I 1 )
PS1SIGII) = 1IXMM*(PS1SI6(I ) - SI)






P S 2 T = «IXMW«PS2T - S2/T
GH1DG > (GAHtA - 1.) /GAMMA
S20G2 = S2 / (GAMHA*3AMMA)
C dB MRT V
PBBV • GM1DG»PS2V
C B3 WRT RHO
PBBRHO = GH1DG»PS2KHO
C BB *RT T
PBBT = GH10i»PS2T t S20G2«PGANT
C AA MRT V
PAAV = PS1V - PBBV
C AA HRT RHO
PAARHO - PS1RHO - PBBRHO
C AA riRT T
PAAT = PSIT - PBBT
C BB riRT SIGMA!I I AND AA HRT SIGMA!I I
DO 19 1=1,LS
PBBSIGIII = GH1DG*PS2SIG(II • S20G2*P5SIG(I)
19 PAASIG(l) = PS1SIGI1) - PBBSIGII)
IF (VERSA .ME. ARE4VI GO TO 24
C ASSIGNED AREA EOUATI3NS
Tl = l./(M2 - 1.1
GAH1 = GAMMA - 1.
C DV/D IVAR HRT *
BETAI l i l ) = T1* (DTERM - F ( l )«PM2V - V«PAAV)
C DV/DIVAR HRT RHO
BEIA(1,2I - -V»T1«PAARHO
C OV/DIVAR WRT T
BETA t l . 3 ) = - T 1 « ( V « P A A T » F(1 I»PM2TI
C DV/DIVAR HRT SIGMAII I
DO 20 II°4,LSP3
1 = 1 1 - 3
20 BETAI1.III • -T1*(V*PAASIGIII * Fl1)»PM2SIG(I)I
IF (RHOCON) GO TO 22
C DRHO/D1VAR HRT V
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? F T A ( ' , 1 ) • RHO»T1»(PAAV » T1«OTERI<«PH2VI
c DOHn/mvAo WRT RHO
RFTA(?,») • RHO*T1*I>AARHO » FI2I/RHO
C OPHO/PIUAO WRT T
P E T A ( 2 , 3 I • RHO«T1* (PAAT » T1«DTERN'PH2T>
c opHf i /n tvAP WRT S I G H A C I I
DO 21 I I»* ,LSP3
I « IT - 3
21 « E T A ( ? , I I I • R H O * T 1 * ( P A A S I G < I I * T1»OTERH»PH2SIGU>1
22 IFfTCIN^ GH TO 300
C D T / " t V » ° W»T V
«FTACI ,11 . T « ( G A n l * T l « ( f l 2 « P A A V • T l *OTERn«PM2V> - PBBVI
C D T / M V S O W°T RHO
»ET»n ,? l . T* (G»n i»M2*T l *PA»RHO - PBBRHO)
C D T / D I V 4 B W»T T
«FTi(3,1) • T » ( T l » ( G » n i » ( M 2 « P A » T « Tl *DTERH«PM2T I - H2«OTERn«PG»nT
• ) - OIJUTI > F (3) /T
J C I I P H O .co. 2 ) B E T » ( 3 . 3 | . B E T A ( 3 . 3 ] » T « G » M 1 » P»AT « T * A A * P G A M T
C O T / O I V 4 " W8T 5IGMMI)
nn ?3 T ! - ' V . L S P 3
T • It - 3
•cTMl tTI I • T*(T1»(G»H1*(H2*PA«SIG( I I » Tl«DTERn«P«2S IG( 1 1 I - «2*




C AS'tr.NFI P R E S S U R E EOUAT10NS
2* T1 • l . / (G»M)1A*GAnhA)
C D V / D I V 4 R WRT V
IF (V .NF. O.I B E T X l f l ) " - F t l l / V
C OV /O IV»» W»T RHO
« f T » ( l » ? l • -Fd l /RHO
C O V / H T V A O W°T T
1 F T A M » 3 ) • 0.
C OV/niV»i i WOT S I G H A I I I
II 7* T ' - 4 , 1 5 P 3
25 H F T A I l . I I I . 0 .
[F ( O H T C D N ) GO TO 27
C n»un /n r vao WRT V
« F T M ? , 1 > = - » H O « P A A V
C n » H n / p T V A O WPT RHO
» F T « ( 7 , ? ) . f ( 2 ) / R H O - R H O ' P A A R H O
C 0D U1/niVf l5 WRT T
• C T A ( ? , 1 ) • - R H O » ( P A A T • T l ' D T E R M t PGA>1T I
C nPMn/DIV»P WRT S I G I A ( I )
r>" ?». it-*, LSPS
! . II - 3
26 °CT1I',TT) = -RHO*<PAASIG( I) » T 1«DTERM«PGS I G ( 1 1 I
27 IC(TCTN) r,n jo 300
C DT/OIVAR W»T V
":T»(1,1) • -T*PBBV
C PT/OIVl" W»T RHO
P.rTM3,2l * -T'PBBRHO
C OT/5IVAP W»T T
«FT«(3,3) • BB - TXPBBT - Tl *OTERMtPGAMT ) « F(3)/T
C OT/1JVAP W»T SIGMA(I)
nn ?f r r - * , i s P 3i . it - i




FilNCTtni P O W E R (X ,N I
C Pil^F 1 TO THE NTH P O W E R
C THIS FI INrTTHN DEFINES 0««0-1 AND 0«»N'0 FOR ALL NON-ZEPO N
P D W F P = 1.
IF (N .FO. 01 RETURN
IF (X .IF.. 0.) GO TO Z
PHW C P - 0.
PCTIJB1
2 IF (N .KF. 1) GO TO 3
P O W E " « X
RETU01
3 POWER • X *«N
OCTIJ01
C COIIHI'OIU" C O H B U S T I Q N C A L C U L A T I O N S
L^r . ICAt TP.HP
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COMMON/CUND/OVAR, AREA, MOOT ,P, 1VAR, V iRHO.T ,S IGMAI 25) ,LS ,LSP3,NEXT
CDMMON/SPEC/OUM1(3>,SPNMI2BI ,OUM2(25, 1021





ENI = 0 .1 /FL3ATILS)
ENIL = ALOG(ENI)
00 3 1=1, LS
ENI II * ENI





































O L V P T - -1.
GAM = GAMMA
00 3 I»1,LS
3 ENII) = S I G M A I I )
EQL = .FALSE.
CALL SHOCKS IEQL)







DIMENSION A I 2 . 3 ) > r l 3 )
COMMUN/CONO/DVAR>AREA,NDOT,P,IVAR,V,RHO,T,DUM1(25 I.LS,LSP3.NEXT
COMnON/NECC/4R,MlXMW,H2,OUM^,TCPR.R






INITIAL E S T I M A T E OF PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE R A T I O S
P21 - I2.*G»MMA«M2 - GAMMA * l . l / IGAHMA » 1.1
T21 = P2l«(2. /M2 * GAMMA - l . l / IGAMNA » 1.1




C I T E R A T E ON PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE R A T I O S
C •»««.«« I T E R A T I O N S SET AT 99 A R B I T R A R I L Y Br AGM *«*«»**««»«*
DO * K«l,99
IFI K .GT. 81 GO T3 8795
GO TO 8796
8795 KRITE 16,8797) K




IF (EOL) CALL EOLBRM
CALL THRM (TT ,1 . )




TCPR = TCPR t C P R ( I ) * S 1 G M A ( I )




Ad ,1) = -AA»DLVPT - P21
A l l ,2 ) = -AA 'OLVTP
Ad,3) = P21 - 1. » CONST«IRH012 - 1.1
AA = IV»RH012)«*2/R
AI2.1) = -A»*DLVPT » TT»(DLVTP - l.)/HM
AI2.2) " -AA*DLVTP - TT»TCPR
AI2.3I = TH» - HRO - V*V*I1. - RH012«RH012I/I2.*R)
r(3) * AI1,1)*AI2,2I - AI1,2)«AI2,1I
YI2) •= (All,ll»AI2,3l - A(2,1)*A(1,3) )/Y(3)
Yd) = (Ad,3)>AI2,2) - AI2,3)*Ad,2l )/YU)
YL = ABSIYI1))
Y2 = ABSIYI2))
IF (Y2 .GT. YD YI = Y2
IF (Yl .LT. 0.5E-04) RETURN
Yl = Yl/0.»054652
IF IY1 .LE. I.) GO TO 3
Yd) = YI1I/Y1
YI2I = YI2I/Y1
3 P21L = P21L » Yd)




3 IF [.NOT. E3LI GU TO 6
MRITE (6.1JOI








SUBROUTINE ELEHNT (LS ,DSPEC,S IGMA)
C COLLECT ELEMENT D A T A FOR EQUILIBRIUM SHOCK OR COMBUSTION
DIMENSION DSP EC 125) ,S IGMA(25) ,LMT( * ) ,SUBS(41
COMMON/LTUS/LTHM.LOAT.NTHRO.NBLANK.NPHOTO




IF ILS -EO. SS) GO TO 10
C CONSTRUCT LIST OF ELEMENTS PRESENT
READ (LTHM.99) DUMMY
NSP = NS * 1
2 READ(LTHM,94) SP, I L M T ( K ) , S U B S IK) ,K-1,4) iDUMMl,DUMM2,DUMM3
99 FORMAT(A8 ,16X , * (A2 ,F3 .0 ) /A1 /A I /A1 )
DU 8 I=NSP,LS
IF (DSPEC( l ) .NE. DSP) GO TO 8
DO 3 L»lil5
3 A IL , I ) = 0.





4 DU b K-l,t
IF (SUBSIK) .EQ. 0.) GO TO 7
DO 5 L'1,NLM








7 NS = NS * I





COMPUTE ELEMENT CONCENTRATION IN GM-ATOMS/GM
10 00 11 L-l.NLM
BOIL) - 0.
DO 11 1-1,LS
11 BOIL) > BOIL) « ACL. I ) *SIGMAI I )




t CALCULATE EOUILIBRIUM COMPOSITION AND PROPERTIES
LOGICAL CONVG. IS ING.LOGV.TP,NEXT
DIMENSION PR3HI18)
COMMON/POINTS/DLVTP.DLVPT,GAMMA,HM
COMMON/SPECES/ENU5).ENLN(25I ,OELNI 25 ) ,AI 15,25)
COMMON/MISC/TT,PP,CPRO,HSUaO,ENN,SUHN,ENNL,LLMTI15 l ,BOI15 l
CQMMUN/ INOX/TP,HP,NLM,NS, la i ,CONVG,KNAT, IMAT
C O M M O N / G H S C / S R T I 2 5 I , H K T I 2 5 ) , S R I 2 5 ) . C P R I 2 5 ) , D C P R I 25)






S I Z E = 18.5
SIZEF = 0.
CONVG * .FALSE.






TLN = A L O G I T T I
TM = ALOGIPP/ENN)
ENNL - ALUGIENNI
CALL THRM ITT . l . )
CPSUM = 0.
00 2 1=1,N5
C BEGIN I T E R A T I O N
2 CPSUM = CPSUM » CPRID'ENIII
<,3 CALL M A T R I X
NUHB = ITN- I 1TNJH3 - 1)
IAGM = IAGM » 1
IU2 = 141 • 1
IF I.NOT. CONVGI GJ TO 67
IF (LOGV) GU TO 63
DO 182 L'l.NLM
182 PROWIL) = GIIQl.L)
GO TO 72
C LOGV = .TRUE. SET UP MATRIX TO SOLVE FOR OLVPT
63 01101,1021 = ENN
10 - 101 - I
DO 777 1-1,13
777 Gil,102) = Gl1,1011
72 IMAT = IMAT - 1
67 ITST = IMAT
CALL GAUSS
IF IITST .NE. IMAT) GO TO 774
IF I.NOT. CONVG) GO TO 85
IF ILOGV) GO TO 171
SUM ^ 0.
DO 175 L°1,NLM
175 SUM = SUM > PROHILI'XILI
OLVTP « 1. » 161102,101) - SUMI/ENN - XI IQ1)
CCPR = Gl102, 102)
DO 17t> 1 = 1,131
49
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176 CCPR « CCPR - C1I02.II«XIII
LOGV • .TRUE.
GO TO 43
C SINGULAR M A T R I X
774 IF (.NOT. CONVGI CD TO 871
WRITE 16,172)
172 FORMAT I9HOIEOLBRM) . 5X,26HOEP. 1VATIVE MATRIX SINGULAR)
GO TO 1171
871 HRITE (6,741
74 FORMAT I9HOIEQL8RM),5X,15HSINGJLAR M A T R I X )
IF USING) GO TO 873
ISING •= .TRUE.
00 970 1=1.MS




W R I T E (6,776)
776 FORMAT I9HOIEOLBRM).5X.7HRESTART)
GO TO 43
85 ITNUNB " ITNJMB - 1
C OBTAIN CORRECTIONS TO THE ESTIMATES
IF (TP) Xdazl • 0.
OLNT • X(IQ2I
SUM - XIIQ1)
00 101 I- l .NS
OELN(I) - HRMU'DLNT - HRTII) » (SRII) - ENLNII) - TM) f SUM
00 99 L-l.NLN





IF (AB&IDLNT) .GT. SUHI SUM = ABS(OLNT)
DO 917 I-l.NS
IF (ENII) .GT. 0. .AND. OELNII) .GT. SUN) SUM = DELNII)
IF (ENII) .NE. 0. .OR. OELNII) .LE. 0.) GO TO 917
SUM1 * (-9.212 - ENLNII) * ENNL)/(DELN( I) - XIIQD)
SUM1 • AB.SISUMU
IF (SUM1 .LI. AN8DA1) AMBOA1 - SUN1
917 CONTINUE
IF (SUM .GT. 2.) AM80A = 2./SUM
IF (ANBOA1 .LT. AMBOA) AMBOA = AMBDA1
C APPLY CORRECTIONS T3 ESTIMATES
SUM = 0.
00 113 I-l.NS
ENLNII) * ENLNII) » AMBOA«DELN(I)
ENI1) " 0.
IF KENLNII) - ENNL » SUE) .LE. 0.) GO TO 113
ENII) > EXPIENLN(I))
SUM = SUM * ENII)
113 CONTINUE
SUMN = SUM
IF (TP) GO TO US





3 CPSUM * CPSUM * CPRID'ENIII
115 ENNL = ENNL » AMBOA>XU01I
ENN = EXP(ENNL)
TM = ALOG(PP/ENN)
C TEST FOR CONVERGENCE
IF (ITNUNB .EO. 0) GO TO 13
IF (AHBOA .LT. 1.) GO TO 43
SUM = (ENN - SUMN)/ENN
SUM = ABSISUM)
IF ISUM .GT. 0.5E-05) GO TO 43
00 130 1-1,NS
A& = ABS(DEL>4I!>/S'JMN)*EN(U
IF IAA .GT. U.5E-OS) GO TO 43
130 CONTINUE
13 CONVG • .TRUE.
IF IITNUM3 .NE. 0) GO TO 160
WRITE 16,973) ITN
973 FORMAT(9HOIEaLBRM),4X,I3,» ITERATIONS - NO CONVERGENCE*)
GO TO 873




4 CPSUH = CPSU1 * CPRII)*EN(I)
143 ITNUNB - ITN
GO TO 43
C CALCULATE EOUILBRIUM PROPERTIES








179 SUM * SUN » PROHlLMXIl)
OLVPT • -2. t SUM/6NN » XI1011
199 GAMMA = - I . / (OLVPT « OLVTP*OLVTP«ENN/CCPRI
UN = l./ENN
00 872 I'l.NS
872 ENID • EXPIENLNIIII
RETURN
873 M R I T E 16,9001



















































GAMMAF =1 TCP*/tTCPR - l./MIXMWI
FROZ - .TRUE.




IF ISIGMAIII .EO. 9-1 GO TO 4










IFIENIII .EQ. O.I 60 TO 5
SF =• SF » ENI I I«(S«( I I - ALOGIENII I I - PMLOG)
5 CONTINUE
SF = SF»1.987165


















305 IF (.NOT. FROI .OH. ITPS7. .NE. 4) GO TO 405






104 FORMAT I MIX, 13HI NI T I AL ST ATE , 1 TX, 11HF INAL ST AT E, 1 7X, 1 9HF INAL/INI T
«I«L RATIO//)
1FIUN1TO .NE. FPSI GO TO 6
















t32.5/UX,7H(DEG * )/ IOX. 7HENTROPV.E36. 5.E29.5, E32.5/UX, 14H(BTU/L
B/OEG RI/10X, HHM4;H NLJMBER.E32.5,E29.5iE32.5/ /10X l5HGAMHA,E38.5>
E29.5,E32.5//IOX,14HSONIC VELOCITY,E29.5 ,E29.5 .E32.5 /1 IX,8H(FT/SE
C)l
GU TO 8
6 IF (UNI TO .NE. SI) GO TO 7









S V I = S V I » O . O l
SVF= SVF*O.Ol
MR ITE16,106) PI ,PF,P21,VI ,VF,V21,RHOI,RHOF,RH021,TI ,TF,T21,S,SF,
« S21,NACHI,NACHF,M21,GAMMAI,GAMMAF,G21,SVI ,SVF,SV21
106 FORMAT (IOX, 8HPRESSURE,1PE35.5,E29.5,E32.5/1IX,8H(N/M*»2)/ IOX,8HVE
*LOCITY,E35.5,E29.5,E32.5/11X,7H(M/SECI/10X,7HDENSITY,E36.5,E29.5,
* E32.5 /11X,9H(KG/M*«2) / IOX, HHTEMPERATURE ,E32. 5, E29. 5, E32. 5/11X,
* 7HIUEG K)/ IOX,THE'<TROPY,E36.5, E29.5, E32. 5/11X, 16HIJOULE/KG/DEG K)
•/10X.11HHACH NUMBER,E32.5,E29.5,E32.5// IOX,5HGAMMA,E38.5,E29.5,
« E32.5/ / IOX,14HSOSIC VELOCITY.E29.5,E29.5,E32.5/ l IX,7H(M/SEC))
GO TO 8

















110 FORMAT I/10X.24HNUTURE MOLECULAR HEIGHT.36X,F12.S//IOX.22HO(LQG V
•OLUKEI/OILOG T),E49.4/14X,*AT CONSTANT P»//IOX,«0(LOG VOLUME)/OILO













102 = 101 * I
103 - 102 • 1
KHAT - 103
IF1 .NOT.CONV3.AND.rP) KMAT = 192
IKAT - KHAT - I
CLEAR MATRIX STORAGES TO ZERO
OQ 211 I'l.KIAT










F = IHRT1J) - S R ( J ) » ENLNIJ) » TM1*EN(J)
SS = H-F
TERMl • H
IF (KMAT .EO. 102) TERM1 = F
DO 55 I = It L
CALCULATE THE ELEMENTS R l l iK I
If (AII .J) ,EO. O.I GO TO 35
TERM = A( I ,J) 'EN(J)
DO 15 KM, L
Oll.KI= Ut t .K) » MK.. J»*TtBH
15 CONTINUE
G l l , I O l ) = G ( I . i a i l » T E R H
G( 1 , 1Q2)=G( 1 , 1Q2)»A(1 , Jl 'TERHl
IF (CUNv; ,OR.TP) SO TQ 55
Gil, 1031= 6U.IQ3UA1 I,J)*F
55 CONTINUE
IF ( K M A T .60. 102) GO TO 6<r
IP(CONVG.OR.HP) GO TO 59
G( ia2,101) - G(IQ2,I01I » SS
GUQ2,I02I - 0(102,102) » H R T ( J ) » S S
GI102.103) = 0(102,133) » (SR IJ ) - ENLNIJI - TNI*F
GO TO 62
59 01(02,102) = Gl 102,102) > HRTIJ)«H
IF (CONVG) GO Tu 6V
GUQ2,I03) = 01 102,103) <• HRT1JI«F
62 01 101,I03)=G( IQ1, I03)»F
6» GII«1,I02<«CI I01.I32)»TERM1
65 CONTINUE
SSS - SSS • GU02,I01)
HSUM • HSUM » Gil 01 1 1 02)
0(101,101) = SUMN - ENN







COMPLETE THE RIGHT HAND SIDE
IFICONVG) SO TO 175
DO 1*5 1-1,1
145 Gil, KMAT) * Gil, K M A T ) » 60(11 - Gil, 101)
Gl IOl iKMAT) = GII01,KHAT)»ENN-SUMN
COMPLETE ENERGY R0< AND TEMPERATURE COLUMN
IF (KMAT .EO. 102) RETURN
IF (HP) ENERSV - HSUBO/TT - HSUH












C BEGIN ELIMINATION OF NNTH VARIABLE
IUSE1-IUSE*!
6 00 4S NN=1.IUSE
IF (NN-IUSEI 8.83,8
83 IF(G(NN,NN))3I.23,31
C SEARCH FOR MAXIMUM COEFFICIENT IN EACH ROW
8 DO 18 1=NN,IUSE
COEFXM) • BIGNO





IF(J.NE.NN) GO TO 9
Z = SUM
GO TO 10












C INDEX I LOCATES EQJATION TO BE USED FOR ELIMINATING THE NTH
C VAIUBLE FiOM THE REMAINING EOUATIONS
C INTERCHANGE EOUATIONS I AND HI
28 IF(NN-I) 29,31,29





C OWIOE NTH RON 8V NTH DIAGONAL ELEMENT AND ELIMINATE THE NTH
C VARIABLE FROM THE REMAINING EQUATIONS
31 K = UN » I
DO 36 J - K, IUSE1




88 DO 4* I • K.IUSE
40 DO ** J = K, IUSE1
GII.JI * GII .JJ - Gl I ,NNI»GINN, J)
<•<, CONTINUE
45 CONTINUE
C 8ACKSOLVE FOR THE VARIABLES
K = IUSE
*7 J = k * 1
XIK) = 0.
SUM * 0.0
IFI[USE - Jl 51,48,48
48 DO 50 I = J.IUSE
SUM * SUM <• S(K,I)*X( I]
50 CONTINUE
51 XIKI = GIK, USED - SUM
K = K - 1
IF IKI 47,151,47




C «.««. PRINT QUI INFORMATION
C
C IN NAMELIST P<08 THE PRINTING VARIABLES ARE
C
C 1 PAPS - SET TRUE IF PRINTING AT SPECIFIC STATIONS DESIRED
C 2 TPRINT - A TABLE OF PRINT STATIONS INPUT 50 VALUES AT MOST
C 3 NPRIN - THE NUMBER OF PRINT STATIONS
54
APPENDIX B
C » IDEL - INCREMENT FOR AUTOMATIC CALCULATION OF AT MOST SO PRINT
C STATIONS. IOEL NOT INPUT - A TABLE OF TPRINTS MUST BE
C INPUT IF PAPS = TRUE
C IF PAPS = FALSE IPRIT INPUT MILL CAUSE PRINTING EVERY IPRIT
C ITERATIONS













COMMON/OPTS/VERS[, ( IHEV.DUM2I2) , ICON,RHUCON.OUM3
DVUOT - .FALSE.




IF(IT-H).LT. TPRINTUNTI .AND. T PR INT ( I NT I .LE. Tl GU TO 10
IFIDVUOTI GO TO 13
ENTRY YOUT1
TF(=HOroNI GO TO 16
I F ( V ? F S I . - _ n . T I « i ; v l GO TO I!




JVA = = D V A R * (T - T P P E . V I M 1 / O L O t Y l l l l / 8 .GO Tr is
13 CONTINUE
IFfJhOCINI GO TO If
IFH/-RSI .£0. T I M E V I CO TO 17
- )VA? = O V A ^ * (T - I V A t I * ? . / ( V O L O * Y d l l
TO TC to
17 COHTIHUE
OVaR = DVA^ > (T - IV«'I*((V!)LJ » Y l l l l / Z . I
Ic CCHTINU?
1C CONTIHUE
IF ( T°9IN T (INT I .5.0. Tl GO TO 300
1C- 1 1 = 1. H
Y p o l M T t l l = » ( ! >
1 C O N T I N U t
1C ?. I * 1 , H
Yf^INTtl) = Y° = II.'T(II » Yd.JI'P.
^ CONTINUi
3 CONTTNU"
V = YOOI I IT I l l
'(•0 = Y ' ^ IHT IZ I
Z = Y P » I N T ( 3 I
10 ?00 1=1,L3
" I G 1 X I I = Y » » I M T I I I I
2 0 0 ^ C N T T N U f
I F ( < ? h O C O N I G O T O I E
I C ( ' / E O S I .'-Q. T I M E V I GO TO lu
HOLOI = T P ^ I M T I I N T I - TPRFV
I F I O V U O T I hOLOi = T P S I N T < I N T I - I V A R
IVA:? - T V A r f ? . * H O L D 1 / ( V * V O L 3 I
GO n 15
-IOL01 = T P ' I N T d x T I - TP»;V
iMOvunn HOini = T"»INII IHTI - I V A P
IVAR = OV1= » HOL31MV • V 9 L O I / Z .
15 ".OHTINUF








IFIRHOCONI GO TO tOO
IF(VERSI .EO. TIMEVI GO TO 301
DVAR = OVAR • 2.MT - TPREVI/IVOLO » Ydll
GO TO >>00jni O V A R = OV1R » IT - TPREVI 'CVOLO » Y C l l l / Z .
tOO CONTINUE
CALL OUT]
INT = INT • 1








7 FORMAT(5X,»KFLAG NOT E3UAL TO 0«)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE DRlVESCtO.TC^TLASI ,1 .HO ,EPS,HF,KFLAG,K2>
LOGICAL PAPS






DIMENSION Y INOtK2) ,YOOT(56) , IN IS4(812)
DU 9999 1=1,812
9999 CONTINUE
IF (EPS.LE.9. I GO TO 400
IF (NO.LE.O) GO TO 410
















CALL STIFFdf.NOt TNI S4.NI S4 , K2 )
NU = JSTART
C
KGO = 1 - KPLAGl
GO TO I 20il}Oi200.300),KGU
C KFLAGl = Of 'I i -it -3
C
20 CONTINUE
1FIPAPS) GU TO 9998
CALL YOUT1
NCOUNT = NCOUNT » I








IF I(T-TLASfl»H.LT.O.I GO TO 10
C« »»«»•«***••*•»•»•***•«*»*»»•**»*•>**»««*»*«»««••«**»•***•»•*•••*»
C* THE PROBLEM IS FINISHED. HERE CALL YOUT ANO/OR OTHER ROUTINES




100 WRITE (LOUT,105) T
105 FORMATI//30H KFLAG = -1 FROM STIFF AT T =• ,616.8/
I 38H ERROR TEST FAILED KITH ABS(H) = HMIN/)
110 IF IKHFLAG.E3.10) GO TO 150




115 FORMATI24H H HAS BEEN REDUCED TO .E16.8,





155 FORMATI/M4X PROBLEM APPEARS UNSOLVA8LE WITH GIVEN INPUT//)
C>•«•••»**••*••«•••••••••*••••>»•••*•••••*•**•*••••••*•••»*»»«*•.*•**»
C* HMIN HAS BEEN CUT BY 10 ORDERS OF MAGNITUDE WITH NO SUCCESS.





200 WRITE (LOUT,205) T.H
205 FORMATI//30H KFLAG = -2 FROM STIFF AT T = ,E16.8,5H H =,E16.8/
1 52H THE REQUESTED ERROR IS SMALLER THAN CAN BE HANDLED//)





300 W R I T E (LOUT, 3051 T
305 FORMATI//30H KFLAG * -3 FROM STIFF AT T = .616. 8/
I 4SH CORRECTOR CONVERGENCE COULD NOT BE ACHIEVED/)
GO TO 110
C
400 W R I T E (LOUT, 405)




410 W R I T E (LOUT. 4151




420 W R I T E (LOUT. 425)





















IF (JSTART.GT.01 GO TO 200
IF IJSTART.NE.OI GO TO 120
c.•«..»•***•••••.,...»•,.,,.•,.,,,.,..**.«*..«,..,.,»,,,...,«.»•,»*...••
C* ON THE FIRST CALL. THE ORDER IS SET TO 1 AND THE INITIAL
C* DERIVATIVES ARE CALCULATED. YMAX IS INITIALIZED USING THE INITIAL
C* V AND VDOT. IF BOTH ARE INITIALLY ZERO IN ANY COMPONENT, THE DEFAULT
C* VALUE IS 1. RMAX IS THE HAXIHUM RATIO BY WHICH H CAN BE INCREASED
C* IN A SINGLE STEP. IT IS INITIALLY 1.E4 TO COMPENSATE FOR THE SMALL
C* INITIAL H, BUT THEN IS NORMALLY EQUAL TO 10. IF A FAILURE
C* OCCURS (IN CORRECTOR CONVERGENCE OR ERRUR TEST), RMAX IS SET AT 2
C» FOR THE NEXT INCREASE. EPSJ IS USED AS THE RELATIVE INCREMENT
C« TO Y WHEN GETTING PARTIALS BY FINITE DIFFERENCING.
C«.....•••.«•«<..>...*..,..,......•..,,...*.»,....,..,.,,,•,*,..,......«
NSa = NO*NO
NSQ1 = NS9 • 1
Nl = NO » 1
CALL DIFFUN(N,T,Y,FSAVE,0,NPEOV,K2)
DO 110 I - l.N
Yd,2) * FSAVE(I)»H
AYI = ABSmill
IF (AYI.E(l.O.I AYI = ABSIYII.2II
IF (AYI.E3.O.I AYI = 1.













C* IF THE CALLER HAS CHANGED METH, OR IF JSTART = 0, COSET IS CALLED
C* TO SET THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE METHOD. IF THE CALLER HAS CHANGED
C* EPS OR METH, THE CONSTANTS E, EON, EUP, AND BND MUST BE RESET.
C* E IS A COMPARISON FOR ERRORS OF THE CURRENT ORDER NO. EUP IS
C* TO TEST FOR INCREASING THE ORDER, EON FOR DECREASING THE ORDER.
C* BND IS USED TO TEST FJR CONVERGENCE OF THE CORRECTOR ITERAIES.
C> IF THE CALLER H»3 CHANGED H, Y MUST BE RESCALED.
C* IF H OR NETH HAS BEEN CHANGED, IDOUB IS RESET TO L » 1 TO PREVENT
C* FURTHER CHANGES IN H FOR THAT MANY STEPS. ALSO, RC IS RESET.
C» RC IS THE RATIO OF NEil TO OLD VALUES OF THE COEFFICIENT L(OI«H.
C« WHEN RC DIFFERS FROM I BY MORE IHAN 30 PERCENT, OR THE CALLER HAS
C* CHANGED MITER, I HEVAL IS SET TO MITER TO FORCE THE PARTIALS TO BE
C« UPDATED, IF PARTIALS ARE USED.
(..••..«*......•.••.*.••>.••».».......•••••.•••••••••••••.«•*».••.••••••








IF IMITE*.NE.MIO) IWEVAL * MITER
If (METH.EQ.MEOI M TO ISO
IOOUB = L t 1
IRET = 1
130 CALL COSET<METH,NO,EL, IQ,MAXO£RJ
DC = RC*ELI1J/CJLOIO
OLDLO = ELI1I
1*0 EON = ITDI1)*EPS)»*2
6 = ITO.(2J»EPS)*«2
CUP = <Ta i3 ) *EPSI»»2
6ND = ITO.I4I*EPS)**2
CO TO I 160 , 170 . 200 t, IRET
150 If (EPS.EO.EPSOLOI GO TO 160
1RET - I
6U TO 1*0
160 IMAX = MAXDER t 1
6PSOLD =• EPS
IF (H.EO..HOLOI GO TO 200
OH - H/HOLD
H - HOLD
170 RH =• AMAXIUH.HMIN/ABSIHII
RH =• AMINllflH.HNAX/ABSIHl.RHAX)
XI - 1.
DO 180 J - 2.L
Rl > R1»RH
00 180 I = l.N
180 T(I.J) = YII.J)*R1
H - H»RH
RC = RC*RH
IOOUB - L * 1
IF IT.NE.TOLD) GO TO 690
C« THIS SECTION COMPUTES THE PREDICTED VALUES BY EFFECTIVELY
C* MULTIPLYING THfc Y ARRAY BY THE PASCAL TRIANGLE MATRIX.
200 1F(ABS(RC-1.).01.0.3) IHEVAL = MITER
T = T » H
DO 210 Jl = ItNO
DO 210 J2 = J1.N3
J = NO. - J2 » Jl
DO 210 I * l.N
210 YJI.JI •= Yll.JI * Y(I,J*U
(;«*»*********••*•*****•«*•***•******•*••***»****••****••***********•**
C« UP fO 3 CORRECTOR ITERATIONS ARE TAKEN. CONVERGENCE IS TESTED
C* BY REQUIRING CHANGES TO BE LESS THAN BND. WHICH IS DEPENDENT ON
C* EPS. IN EUCLIDEAN NORM. THE SUM OF THE CORRECTIONS IS ACCUMULATED
C« IN THE VECTOR ERRORlI). IT IS APPROXIMATELY EQUAL TO THE L-TH
C* DERIVATIVE Of Y MULTIPLIED BY H«*L/(FACTORIAL!L-l)»EL(LI I , AND IS
C* THUS PROPORTIONAL TO THE ACTUAL ERRORS TO THE LOWEST POWER OF
C* M PRESENT (H»«LI.
C* THE Y ARRAY IS *OT ALTERED IN THE CORRECTION LOOP. THE UPDATED
C* Y VECTOR IS STORED TEMPORARILY IN FSAVE. THE NORM OF THE
C* ITERATE DIFFERENCE IS STORED IN D.
C««*»»»««*«»»*»«»»««««*»»*«•**••**•*•*****«»»**•»*••«••«•*•**«««»••««•
220 00 230 I = l.N
230 ERROIUll = 0.
« = 0
CALL DIFFUNIS.T.Y.FSAVE.N.NPEOV.K2I
IF IIWEVAL.LC.OI G3 TO 340
C»*»»«f**»«*••*•*»«****•»••*••*««**»»*••*•*«•»»*••«***«**»«««••«»***»*
C* IF NECESSARY, THE PARTIALS ARE REEVALUATED PRIOR TO STARTING THE
C» CORRECTOR ITERATION. IWEVAL IS THEN SET TO 0 AS AN INDICATOR
C* THAT THIS HAS BEEN DONE.
C» IF MITER = I OR 2, THE MATRIX P = I - L(0)«H«JACOBIAN IS STORED
C* IN PH AND SUBJECTED TO LU DECOMPOSITION, WITH THE RESULTS ALSO
C* SrORED IN PW. IF MITER = 3, THE MATRIX USED IS P = I - L(0)»H*0,
C« WHERE D IS A DIAGONAL MATRIX.
C««««*«*»*»«•»•••«••«***»•••»•**»»»••»•**«•••*•*«»«•«*••••«*«*«•«*««*
GO TO I 240 , 260 , 310 I,MITER
240 CALL PEDERVIN,T,Y,PW,NO,NPEDV,K2I
R = -ELlll'H
00 290 I = l.NSQ
250 PWIII > Prtl II*R
GO TO 300
260 0=0.
DO 270 I - l.N
270 D = D » FSAVE|I»NO)*«2
RO = ABS(HI*SQRTID)*1.E03*ANOISE
Jl = -NO
DO 290 J = l.N




YIJ) = Y(J) * R
D = -ELI1I*H/R
CALL DIFFUN(N,T,Y,FSAVE,0,NPEOV.K2I
DO 280 I = l.N
280 PW(I»J1) = (FSAVEIII - FSAVE(I»NO))«D
290 YIJI - YJ
300 00 305 I = 1,N
305 PW(I»N1-NOI » PW( I'Nl-NOI • I.
IWEVAL = 0
RC = 1.
CALL OECOMP(NO,N,Pil,PWINSUn ,FSAVE, IERI




310 R - ELUI'.l
00 320 I » l.N
320 PMdl =• Yd) » R«IFSAVEd»NOI«H - Yd, 21)
CALL D IFFUN(N,T .PH>FSAVE,0 ,NPEOV.K2 I
DO 330 I - l.N
40 - PHI II - Y( II
c.......s«jj.;.ii.. .................. . ..... . ..... ..
".10 IF (M.NE.OI CRATE = AMAX1 1 .9«CR ATE ,0/01 )
IF I(D«AMIN1I l.,2.*CRAIEII.LE.BND) GO TO 450
01 = 0
M = M » 1




C» THE CORRECTOR ITERATION FAILED TO CONVERGE IN 3 TRIES. IF P A R T I A L S
C* ARE INVOLVED BUT ARE NOT UP TO DATE. THEY ARE REEVALUATEO FOR THE
C* NEXT TRY. O T H E R W I S E THE Y ARRAY IS RETRACTED TO ITS VALUES
C* BEFORE PREDICTION, AND H IS REDUCED, IF POSSIBLE. IF NOT, A
C> NO-CONVERGENCE EXIT IS TAKEN.
C ••*••»»•*»•*••••»••••••••«•»*»*»•»••••*••••**•»••• •*«•»•• .».••••.•«.»
420 IF (1MEV4L.EQ.-1I GO TO 440
T * TOLD
RHAX * 2.
DO 430 Jl = I ,NQ
00 430 J2 = J1.N3
J « NO - J2 » Jl
00 430 I - 1,N
430 YII.JI = YI I .J) - Y l l .J t l l
IF IABS(H).LE.IHMIN«1.00001IJ GO TO 680
RH = .25
GO TO 170
4 4 0 I H E V A L - M I T E R
GO TO 220
C* THE C O R R E C T O R HAS CONVERGED. IHEVAL IS SET TO -1 IF PARTIAL
C* D E R I V A T I V E S HERE USED, TO SIGNAL THAT THEY HAY NEED UPDATING ON
C* SJBSE3UENT S T E P S . THE ERROR T E S T IS MADE AND CONTROL PASSES TO
C» S T A T E M E N T 500 IF IT FAILS.
C. •».*.«•«••.•.»....•. I »*«•••• »•>•»• »*•••••»•*••••*«**>«.>.•*..*•.•<
4 5 0 0 = 0 .
DO 460 I - l.N
460 0 = 0 * (ERRORI I ) /YMAXd I I «*2
IF IMITER.NE.O) INEVAL - -1
IF (O.GT.EI GO TO 500
(,.«•••.••»•**•.•.•••*•»•••.*»»»«••**•.•••••••••••••••••••»••••«••••••.
C» AFTER A SUCCESSFUL STEP, UPDATE THE Y ARRAY AND YNAX.
C* CONSIDER CHANGING H IF IDUUB = 1. OTHERWISE DECREASE IDOUB BY 1.
C» IF IOUUB IS THEN 1 AND NO .LT. MAXDER, THEN ERROR IS SAVED FOR
0 = RO - ELI 1I«H«(FSAVE( II - FSAVEINOHIJ
F SAVE (I I = RO/R
IFIABSIROl.EQ.O.I GO TO 330
IF (O.EO.O.I GO TO 420
PMdl » HO/0





340 IF (MITER. NE. 01 GO TO I 360 , 360 , 400 I, NITER
C« IN THE CASE 3F FUNCTIONAL ITERATION, UPDATE Y DIRECTLY FROM
C* THE RESULT OF IHE LAST DIFFUN CALL.
£«..«...••>.«».> •«••••••**•*••»«*•••••••*•«•••••*»•••••••«•*»»**•**»*••
0 = 0 .
DO 350 I = l.N
R = H'FSAVEl I»NOI - Yd. 2)
0 = 0 * ( IR-ERR3RI II l /YMAXd) )**2
FSAVEI II = VII I » ELIll 'R
350 ERRORdl <= R
GO TO 410
c» »...•»«..««.•»•••..>..».««.>..•••.>..•••..•.••»•••••...«•«.««•«••.
C* \t THE CASE OF THE CH3RO METHOD, COMPUTE THE CORRECTOR ERROR,
C* F SUB (Ml, AND SOLVE THE LINEAR SYSTEM WITH THAT AS RIGHT-HAND
C« SIDE AND P AS CDEFFICIENT MATRIX, USING THE LU DECOMPOSITION
C» IF MITER « 1 OR 2.
C ••••••••••**•••*•»••*••••»•*•*•••« ••••••*••••••*••*••«•*•«••••••*•*•••«
360 DO 370 I =• l.N
370 FSAVEII»N3I < FSAVE(I»NOI»H - Yd, 21 - ERRORdl
CALL SOLVE I NO.N.PM, FSAVEI Nil, FSAVE,PU(NSQ1 1)
3BO 0-0.
00 390 I = l.N
ERRORdl - ERROR! 1 1 » FSAVEdl
D = 0 » IFSAVE(II/YMAXdll»2
390 FSAVEIII = Ydl • ELI 1 1 'ERROR ( 1 1
GO TO 410
400 00 405 I - l.N
405 FSAVEIII = PUIII*IFSAVEd»NOI«H - Yd, 21 - ERRORdll
GO TO 3SO
C* TEST FOR CONVERGENCE. IF M.GT.O. AN ESTIMATE OF THE CONVERGENCE
C* RATE CONSTANT IS STUREO IN CRATE. AND THIS IS USED IN THE TEST.
C* USE IN A POSSIBLE ORDER INCREASE ON THE NEXT STEP.
C* IF A CHANGE IN H IS CONSIDERED. AN INCREASE OR DECREASE IN ORDER
C> BY ONE IS CONSIDERED ALSO. A CHANGE IN H IS MADE ONLY IF IT IS BY A
C> FACTOR OF AT LEAST 1.1. IF NOT, IOOUB IS SET TO 10 TO PREVENT
























IF IIOOUB.E9.il GO TO 520
IOOUB * IOOUB - 1
IF IIOOUB.GT.il GO TO 700
IF (N9.EO..MAXDERI SO TO 700
00 490 I » 1>N
YII.LMAX) = ERROR(I)
GO TO 700
C* THE ERROR TEST FAILED. KFLAG KEEPS TRACK OF MULTIPLE FAILURES.
C* RESTORE T AND THE Y ARRAY TO THEIR PREVIOUS VALUESi AND PREPARE
C« TO TRY THE STEP AGAIN. COMPUTE THE OPTIMUM STEP SUE FOR THIS OR
C» ONE LOHER ORDER.
C« «»»««»««»„«..««,««..«»««»»*»«***«««»*««»«««»**•»»•«»««**«*»»«««»«».
500 KFLAG = KFLAG - 1
T = TOLD
00 510 Jl = l.NQ
DO 510 J2 - J1.N3
J = NO - J2 » Jl
00 510 I = 1,N
510 YII.JI = YdiJI - VI I.JHJ
RNAX = 2.
IF (ABSIHI.LE.IHMIN'l.00001)1 GO TO 660




C« REGARDLESS OF THE SUCCESS OR FAILURE OF THE STEP, FACTORS
C* PR1. PR2, AND PR3 ARE COMPUTED, BY WHICH H COULD BE DIVIDED
C« AT ORDER NO - 1, OROE< NO, OK ORDER NQ t I, RESPECTIVELY.
C* IN THE CASE OF FAILURE, PH3 - 1.E20 TO AVOID AN ORDER INCREASE.
C« THE SMALLEST OF THESE IS DETERMINED AND THE NEW ORDER CHOSEN
C* ACCORDINGLY. IF THE 3PDER IS TO BE INCREASED, WE COMPUTE ONE
C« ADDITIONAL SCALED DERIVATIVE.
C» ••*«**•««««**«»•••••»*•*»**»*«***•»*«•**«**««»«*•»****•*»*****»•»»»
520 PR3 = l.E*20
IF (NQ.EQ.MAXOER1 GO TO 540
01 = 0.
DO 530 I = 1,N
530 01 - 01 > ((ERRORUI - Y(I,LMAX)I/YMAXII)I*»2
EN03 * 0.5/FLOAT(LH(
PR3 = «D1/EJP)»»ENQ3I«1.4 » 1.4E-6
540 ENQ2 =• 0.5/FLOATCL)
PR2 » (ID/EI»*ENfl2)»l.2 » 1.2E-6
PRl = l.E»20
IF INO.EO.H GO TO 560
0 = 0.0
DO 550 I = 1,N
550 D » D » <Y(I.LI/YMAXII))«*2
EN01 » 0.5/F1.UATINO>
PRl = I(D/EDNI»»ENJ1I«1.3 * 1.3E-6
560 IF (PR2.LE.PR3I GO TO 570
IF (PR3.LT.PRl) GO TO 590




580 NEMO » NO - 1
RH = 1./PR1
GO TO 620
590 NEHQ = L
RH = 1./PR3
IF (RH.LT.1.1) GU TO 610
DO 600 I = 1,N
600 YII.NEMQtll = ERROR(II>EL(LI/FLOAT(LI
GO TO 630
610 IOOUB = 10
GO TO 700
620 IF ((KFLAG.EQ.OI.AND.IRH.LT.l.lll GO TO 610
C« «»«««K»»»»»«. »»»».»««*«**«*»»»«»»««««*«««**.«««»«.«•»»»«««»««««••«
C* IF THfcRt IS A CHANGE If ORDER, RESET NQ, L, AND THE COEFFICIENTS.
C« IN ANY CASE H IS RESET ACCORDING TO RH AND THE Y ARRAY IS RESCALED.
C* THEN EXIT FROM 690 IF THE STEP HAS OK, OR REDO THE STEP OTHERWISE.
C««•*•*.*»»••«*.*••»»..«>.•>•*...»>••*••.»•«•**•<•*..,.•».,.,..«,...*.
IF (NEWQ.EU.NQI GO TO 170
630 NO = NEWS
L = NO. » 1
IRET ' Z
GO TO 130
C» CONTROL REACHES THIS SECTION IF 3 OR MORE FAILURES HAVE OCCUHEO.
C* IT IS ASSUMED MAT THE DERIVATIVES THAT HAVE ACCUMULATED IN THE
C* Y ARRAY HAVE ERRORS OF THE WRONG 3ROER. HENCE THE FIRST
C* DERIVATIVE IS RECOMPUTED, AND THE ORDER IS SET TO 1. THEN
C> H IS REDUCED BY A FACTOR OF 10, AND THE STEP IS RETRIED.
C* AFTER A TOTAL OF 7 FAILURES. AN EXIT IS TAKEN WITH KFLAG = -2.
C««»««»*»».«t».»».«*...»»««».«»..«.»............»,,..,..,».,»»...»»,»,
6*0 IF (KFLAG.EQ.-71 GO TO 670
RH - .1





00 650 I - UN
Yd,2) - H'FSAVEI 1)
IHEVAl • MITER
100UB - 10
If (NO.EQ.U GO TO 200
NO » 1
L • 2
1 RET * 3
GO TO 130
C* ALL RETURNS ARE MADE THROUGH THIS SECTION. H IS SAVED IN HOLD
C* TO ALLOW THE CALLER TO CHANGE H 01 THE NEXT STEP.
C*.«........••>•..•............«««..•.............«.*••...........
660 KFLAG - -1
GO TO 700
670 KFLAG • -2
GO TO 700
680 KFLAG * -3
GO TO 700
690 RNAX • 10.
700 HOLD = H
JSTART - NO
RETURN




C* COSET IS CALLED BY STIFF AND SETS COEFFICIENTS FOR USE THERE.
C* THE VECTOR EL, OF LENSTH MO « 1, DETERMINES THE BASIC METHOD.
C> THE VECTOR 13. OF LEN5TH 3, IS INVOLVED IN ADJUSTING THE STEP SIZE
C* IN RELATION TO TRUNCATION ERROR. ITS.VALUES ARE GIVEN BY THE
C» PERTST ARRAY.
C> THE VECTORS EL AND TO DEPEND ON METH AND NO.
C* COSET ALSO SETS MAXDE*. THE MAXIMUM ORDER OF THE METHOD AVAILABLE.
C* CURRENTLY IT IS 12 FOR THE ADAMS METHODS AND 5 FOR THE GEAR METHODS.
C* LMAX - MAXDER » 1 IS THE NUMBER OF COLUMNS IN THE V ARRAY.
C* THE MAXIMUM ORDER USED MAY BE REDUCED SIMPLY BY CHANGING THE
C* THE NUMBERS IN STATEMENTS 1 AND 2 BELOW.
C«
C* THE COEFFICIENTS IN PERTST NEED BE GIVEN TO ONLY ABOUT
C« ONE PERCENT ACCJRACY. THE ORDER IN WHICH THE GROUPS APPEAR BELOW
C* IS.. COEFFICIENTS FO* ORDER NO - 1, COEFFICIENTS FOR ORDER NO,
C> COEFFICIENTS FOR ORDED NO » 1. WITHIN EACH GROUP ARE THE















1 MAXOER - 12
GO TO I 101,102,103, 104,105,106,107,108,109t110.Ill, 112),NO
2 MAXDER - 5
GO TO (201,202,203,204,205),NO
c.*«>...,».»»«.».«.««......».«..«..«..«.»««.....«».«.««.«»«..«..»....».
C* THE FOLLOWING COEFFICIENTS SHOULD BE DEFINED TO
C* MACHINE ACCURACY. FOR EACH ORDER NO, THEY CAN BE CALCULATED
C* FROM THE GENERATING POLYNOMIAL,
C« L(TI - ELI1J » EL(2)*T • ... » EL(NO»1)»T»»NQ.
C* FOR THE IMPLICIT ADAMS METHODS, L (T I IS GIVEN BY
C» DL/DT • ITH1»(T«2I» ... •IT»N9-U/K, L(-l) * 0,
C> WHERE K = FACTORIALINO-ll.
C> FOR THE GEAR METHODS,
C* LtTI • (THI«(T»2)» ... »(T».SOI/K,
C« WHERE K • FACTORIAL(NQ)«(1 t 1/2 » ... » 1/NOJ.
C»
C* THE ORDER IN WHICH THE GROUPS APPEAR BELOW IS..
C> IMPLICIT ADAMS METHODS OF ORDERS 1 TO 12,
C* STIFFLY STABLE GEAR METHODS OF ORDERS 1 TO 5.
£••»•**••*••»*••»•*•••••«••••»•»••***•*»•*••»»»*»••******•••»*•*••••**•
101 ELI 11 ' 1.0
GO TO 900
102 ELI It * 0.5
ELI3I * 0.5
GO TO 400




104 ELI 1) * 0:375




105 ELI1) -- 3.486111111111IE-01

















































































































































































































roiil = .5«TO.C2I /FLOAT(N8*2I
RETURN
C.»>»»».*•••»•.••>.». END OF COSET
END
SUBROUTINE OECOMPMDIM, N, HI, IPS. SCALES, IERI
C
C LINEAR SYSTEMS SUBROUTINE
C
C DECOMPOSE THE N X N MATRIX A INTO TRIANGULAR L AND U SO THAT
C L « U = P • A FOR SOME PERMUTATION MATRIX P.
C
C NDIM THE NUMBER OF HUMS IN THE DIMENSION STATEMENT FOR THE
C MATRIX A IN THE CALLING PROGRAM.
C N THE NUMBER OF ROMS OR COLUMNS IN THE MATRIX
C LU ON INPUT, THE MATRIX A TO BE DECOMPOSED.
C ON OUTPUT. THE ARRAY WHERE L AND U ARE STORED.
C IPS THE ROrf PIVOT VECTOR, GIVING THE PERMUTATION MATRIX P.
C IER THE ER<OR RETURN FLAG. IT IS I FOR ALL ZERO ELEMENTS









00 5 I - 1, N
IPSII) = I
ROMNRM =0.0
DO 2 J = 1, N
ROMNRM = AMAX1IROMNRM. ABSILUII, J)M
2 CONTINUE
C
C TEST FOR MATRIX MITH ZERO ROM.
C
IF IRUMNRM .EQ. 0.0) GO TO 95
SCALESII) - 1.0 / ROMNRM
5 CONTINUE
C
C GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION MITH PARTIAL PIVOTING
C
NM1 = N - 1
DO 17 K - 1, NM1
BIG = 0.0
DO 11 I = K, N
IP • IPSIII
SIZE = A8SILJIIP. Kll » SCALES(IP)
IF (SIZE .LE. BIO) GO TO 11




C TEST FOR ZERO PIVOT
C
IF (BIS .EQ. 0.0) GO TO 96
C
C INTERCHANGE ROM IF NECESSARY
C




15 HP • IPSIK)
PIVOT - LUIKP. K)
PIVOT = I. / PIVOT
LUIKP, K) • PIVOT
KP1 • K » 1
DO 16 I = KP1, N
IP = IPS(I)
EM = LUIIP. <) > PIVOT
LUIIP, K) = EM
00 16 J = KP1, N




C TEST FOR LAST PIVOT
C
IP = IPSIN)
PIVOT * LUIIP, N)
IF (PIVOT .E3. 0.0) GO IU 96
LUIIP, N) = 1. / PIVOT
RETURN
C
C ALL ZERO ELEMENTS IN A ROM
C










SUBROUTINE SOLVEINOIM, N, LU, B, X, IPS)
C
C LINEAR SYSTEM PACKAGE
c SOLVE A x = B USING L u FROM SUBROUTINE OECOMP. "
 v





NP1 = N * I
C
C FOAUARO SUBSTITUTION - SOLVe L » Z « B
C
IP = I P S I 1 I
X ( l | = B ( I P )
00 J I = 2. N
IP = I P S I I I
IM1 = I - 1
SUM = o.o
00 I J - 1. IM1
1 SUM = SUM * LUIIPt Jl * X{J I
2 X I I I = B ( I P ) - SUM
C
IP * IPSINI
XIN) = X(NI « LUIIf. Nl
C
C B A C K W A R D SUBSTITUTION - SOLVE U * X = Z, UHERE L » 2
C
DO <, 1BACK, = 2, N
1 = NP1 - [ B A C K
C I O D E S FOM I N - l ) TO I at -1
IP - I P S I I I
IPl - I > 1
SUM = 0.0
00 3 J - I P l . N
3 SUM = SUM » LUIIP, J) * XIJI






CHECK CASE OUTPUT COMPARISONS
Check case output comparisons are made in this appendix. The output from the
program of this paper is always on the left-hand side of the page and the output from the
program of NASA TN D-6586 is always on the right-hand side of the page.
Card Input Images
«* DATA CAROS *«
BROMINE DISSOCIATION IN A SHOCK TUBE
M » BR2 BR » BR 6.99E*ll .5
- BLANK CARD -
XE
DISTANCE AREA
SPROB ITPSZ=3,LSUBM=322GO. ,ETA=0.5U, SHOCK*. TkUE. , ENO=10.,
IOEL=20, PAPS'*.TRUE.,
ALLM1=. F A L S E , t SEND
M » BR2 BR « BR BR2
BLAN'K CARD -
























































































































































































25, 30, 3 5. 36, 37, 38, H, 40,
,1002.02,1004.83,1009.24




















































































































•START P-l. 730, ¥=157412. 62, T=>1645.,













METHANE-AIR COMBUSTION AT CONSTANT P (ONE UMMOLECULAR REACTIONICASE 5
REPEAT
DISTANCE PRESSURE
tPROB ITPSZ*2, CXO=l.736,HMIN=1.0E-*,HMAX=20., EMAX=.0001,
COMBUS'.TRUE., AUM1 = .FALSE.,
END=*2.t
PAPS*.TRUE.,
TPR INT = 5.0.10.0,25.0,35.,38.,39.5,40..40.5.41.,42., NPRIN=10 ,
I P R I T = < 4 . MF=22 ,
(END



















- BLANK CARD -
BLANK C A R D -
TIME
$PROB HM!N=5.0E-5, HM»X=. l
ENO=120.«
RHOCCN=.TPUE., TC'JN=.TOUE. , CONC= .FALSE. ,
TPRI NT=>. 75,1.25,5., 10., 20., 30. ,40., 50. ,55., 60.
3 4 5
0 0 0













































































EMAX=.0003 , ALLM1 =.F ALSE. ,
, o5., 75., 85. ,95.,
NPRIN=16,
t S T A R T
FINIS
H02 » M H2
H02 » M H20
CH » OH H20
OH » OH H202
- BLANK CARD -
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APPENDIX D
STOICHIOMETRIC PROPANE-OXYGEN-ARGON SHOCK TUBE
COMBUSTION CASE COMPARISON
Comparison of the stoichiometric propane-oxygen-argon shock tube combustion
cases is presented in this appendix. The output from the program of this paper is on
the left-hand side of each page and the output from the program of NASA TN D-6586 is

































































GENERAL CHEMICAL KINETICS PROGRAM N A S A L«NGL<=Y R E S E A R C H CENTER
LANGLEY VERSION IF L E W I S PROGRAM ITN 0-65861 USING S T I F F ODE
SOLUTION TECHNIQUE DEVELOPED BY C .W. GEAR
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Figure 2. - Flow diagram for main program GPAK.
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Figure 3.- Flow diagram for subroutine DRIVES.
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SET COEFFICIENTS AND/OR
RESCALE Y ARRAY AS
NEEDED
Figure 4.- Flow diagram of subroutine STIFF (from ref. 3).
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Figure 5. - Flow diagram for subroutine YOUT.
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CONTRACTOR REPORTS: Scientific and
technical information generated under a NASA
contract or grant and considered an important
contribution to existing knowledge.
TECHNICAL TRANSLATIONS: Information
published in a foreign language considered
to merit NASA distribution in English.
SPECIAL PUBLICATIONS: Information
derived from or of value to NASA activities.
Publications include final reports of major
projects, monographs, data compilations,
handbooks, sourcebooks, and special
bibliographies.
TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATION
PUBLICATIONS: Information on technology
used by NASA that may be of particular
interest in commercial and other non-aerospace
applications. Publications include Tech Briefs,
Technology Utilization Reports and
Technology Surveys.
Details on the availability of these publications may be obtained from:
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION OFFICE
N A T I O N A L A E R O N A U T I C S A N D S P A C E A D M I N I S T R A T I O N
Washington, D.C. 20546
